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IN THE UTAH SUPREME COURT 
THE STATE OF UTAH, by and through its 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, 




COMPANY, a Utah non-profit corporation, 
Appellee. 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal under Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-2-2(3)(j) 
and 78-2a-3 (1996). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES and STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
This appeal presents the following issues: (1) whether the respective statutes of 
limitations set forth in Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-12-25(1) and 78-12-26(4) (1996) bar the Utah 
Division of Wildlife Resources ("DWR") from pursuing causes of action against Huntington-
Cleveland Irrigation Company ("HCIC") for overcharging DWR on the assessment of its 
HCIC stock shares, denying DWR its right to vote those shares, and discriminating against 
DWR as an HCIC shareholder; and (2) whether, in the context of the relationship between 
No. 20000413-SC 
Priority No. 15 
1 
a mutual non-profit irrigation company and its shareholders, a separate potential cause of 
action accrues each time an unreasonable assessment is made and each time an unreasonable 
denial of voting rights occurs. 
The court below acknowledged the appropriate standard for considering a Motion to 
Dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure (URCP), which was established 
when this Court said: 
A motion to dismiss is appropriate only where it clearly appears that the 
plaintiff or plaintiffs would not be entitled to relief under the facts alleged or 
under any state of facts they could prove to support their claim . . . . In 
determining whether the trial court properly granted the motion, we must 
accept the factual allegations in the complaint as true and consider all 
reasonable inferences to be drawn from those facts in a light most favorable 
to the plaintiff. 
Prows v. State, 822 P.2d 764, 766 (Utah 1991) (citations omitted). See also, Richards 
Irrigation Company v. Karren, 880 P.2d 6, 9 (Utah Ct. App. 1994) (material allegations in 
a complaint must be accepted as tine for purposes of a motion to dismiss). Thus, in 
determining the appropriateness of the lower court's dismissal here, this Court should 
consider as true all facts DWR alleges and consider in a light most favorable to DWR all 
reasonable inferences which may be drawn from those facts. 
The question of whether Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-12-25(1) and 78-12-26(4) (1996) bar 
all of DWR's causes of action is a question of law, to which this Court owes no deference 
to the trial court finding. The Court of Appeals has held: 
A trial court's determination that a statute of limitations has expired is a 
question of law which we review for correctness, giving no particular 
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deference to the lower court's determination. Gramlich v. Munsey, 838 P.2d 
1131, 1132 (Utah 1992). 
Hansen v. Department of Financial Institutions, 858 P.2d 184, 186 (Utah Ct. App. 1993). 
Further, HCIC had the burden of proving that the statutes of limitations bar an 
otherwise valid cause of action. "A defendant's burden includes showing that the statute of 
limitation alleged as an affirmative defense actually applies." Conder v. Hunt, 2000 Ut. Ct. 
App. 105, \ 14, 393 Utah Adv. Rep. 6. 
These standards apply to both of the issues presented above. Review of these issues 
is occasioned by the trial court's Dismissal Order (Addendum C) (R. 265-267) which entirely 
dismissed DWR's First Amended Complaint (Addendum A) (R. 104-122) as barred by the 
two statutes of limitations. DWR argued to the trial court the issues presented here, thereby 
preserving them for review by this Court. See Seventh Judicial District Court's Record 
("Judgment Roll & Index") R. 232-244 and 282 (Transcript of the Hearing on HCIC's 
Motion to Dismiss) pp. 27-32, 35-43, 52 and 53. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) (1996) provides: 
An action may be brought within four years: 
(1) upon a contract, obligation, or liability not founded upon an instrument in 
writing; also on an open account for goods, wares, and merchandise, and for 
any article charged on a store account; also on an open account for work, labor 
or services rendered, or materials furnished provided, that action in all of the 
foregoing cases may be commenced at any time within four years after the last 
charge is made or the last payment is received. 
Utah Code Ann. §78-12-26(4) (1996) provides: 
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An action may be brought within three years: 
(4) for a liability created by the statutes of this state, other than for a penalty 
or forfeiture under the laws of this state, except where in special cases a 
different limitation is prescribed by the statutes of this state. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. NATURE OF THE CASE 
DWR owns HCIC stock shares and uses water delivered under those shares to irrigate 
land within the HCIC service area in Emery County, Utah (R. 106). DWR brought this civil 
lawsuit against HCIC to seek a declaratory judgment under several theories, to enjoin HCIC 
from treating DWR differently than other irrigators, to challenge excessive stock assessments 
levied against DWR, to seek relief from HCIC's denial of DWR's voting rights, and to 
recover overpayments DWR made under protest pursuant to annual HCIC stock share 
assessments beginning in 1995 (R. 113-122). DWR's First Amended Complaint is attached 
hereto as Addendum A. 
HCIC is a mutual non-profit irrigation company that has changed its approach to 
coiporate governance, harming DWR (R. 105-113). Before the changes, and during their 
initial stages, HCIC treated DWR like other HCIC irrigators (R. 108-113). In 1995 HCIC 
redefined "irrigation" in its Bylaws to provide that "irrigation" occurs only when HCIC water 
is applied to land for "crop or livestock-feed production purposes for pecuniary gain," as 
defined by HCIC officers (R. 110-111). All other water uses are considered "municipal and 
industrial" ("M&I"), regardless of actual purpose of use (Id.). M&I users pay significantly 
4 
higher annual assessments than non-M&I users and cannot vote their shares in elections for 
Company officers (Id.). Between 1995 and the present, HCIC has applied the new Bylaws 
to DWR's shares in different ways (R. 112). When HCIC determined ultimately that all of 
DWR's HCIC shares were subject to the M&I assessment and could not be voted in 
Company officer elections, DWR filed this lawsuit to protect its basic shareholder rights (R. 
1-18; 104-122). 
B. COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
DWR filed its Complaint on June 10, 1999 in the District Court of the Seventh 
Judicial District in and for Emery County asserting that HCIC's actions related to DWR's 
stock share assessment and voting rights were unreasonable, not based on sound rationale, 
discriminatory, and, therefore, illegal (R. 1-18). The Complaint was served on HCIC on 
June 16, 1999 (R. 83). DWR filed its First Amended Complaint August 13, 1999 
(Addendum A) (R. 104-122). HCIC did not file an Answer to either Complaint. Instead, on 
September 3, 1999 it filed a Motion to Dismiss the First Amended Complaint under Rule 
12(b)(6), URCP (R. 206-225). The District Court held a Hearing on HCIC's Motion to 
Dismiss on November 9, 1999 (R. 261). 
C. DISPOSITION IN TRIAL COURT 
The lower court acknowledged that the allegations in DWR's First Amended 
Complaint, if proven, stated causes of action against HCIC, but held in a Memorandum 
Decision dated February 18, 2000 that statutes of limitations contained in Utah Code Ann. 
§§ 78-12-25(1) and 78-12-26(4) (1996) barred DWR's suit (Addendum B) (R. 262-263). 
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The District Court issued a final Dismissal Order entirely disposing of DWR's suit on April 
11, 2000 (Addendum C) (R. 265-267). DWR timely filed a Notice of Appeal on May 11, 
2000 (R. 270-274). 
D. BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF FACTS RELEVANT TO ISSUES 
FOR REVIEW 
Mutual irrigation companies exist as a matter of convenience for their shareholders, 
allowing shareholders to pool resources under a contractual, corporate system to benefit all 
shareholders through unified action. Badger v. Brooklyn Canal Co., 922 P.2d 745, 749 
(Utah 1996). Such companies are not organized to make a profit, Salt Lake City Corp. v. 
Cahoon Irrigation Co., 879 P.2d 248,252 (Utah 1994), but to allocate water to shareholders 
who have a right to receive a proportionate share of the water distributed by the company in 
the same manner as other shareholders. East Jordan Irrigation Co. v. Morgan, 860 P.2d 
310, 314 (Utah 1993). Companies cover expenses by establishing a budget, usually for a 
twelve-month period, dividing the budgeted amount by the number of outstanding shares, 
and charging shareholders an annual assessment based on the number of shares they hold. 
Shareholders are usually sent notices indicating the amount of their assessment and 
establishing a payment deadline. Those who fail to pay face the threat of having some of 
their shares sold to reimburse the company for the delinquent amount. Utah Code Ann. §§ 
16-4-12 through-23 (1995). 
DWR is a stockholder in HOC, a mutual non-profit irrigation company (First 
Amended Complaint \ 2-hereafter, all "f' citations are to the First Amended Complaint 
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(Addendum A) (R. 105). DWR uses water delivered under its HCIC shares to irrigate Emery 
County land within the HCIC service area that DWR owns and cultivates flflf 7-29; R. 105-
109). DWR owns or controls 4,530.26 shares of HCIC stock (^8; R. 106). DWR cultivates 
traditional crops within the Desert Lake Waterfowl Management Area ("DLWMA") and at 
the Emery Game Farm using traditional irrigation farming methods with water delivered 
under its HCIC stock shares (ffif 7-24; R. 105-108). It cultivates and irrigates about 93 acres 
at the Game Farm fl[ 7; R. 105, 106) and about 150 acres at Desert Lake fl[ 17; R. 107). It 
also impounds water at Desert Lake for the beneficial irrigation use of propagating wildlife 
and irrigates about 200 acres to produce emergent plants and other food sources to benefit 
waterfowl and upland game (ffif 14-24; see also Letter from Utah State Engineer Robert L. 
Morgan to HCIC, Exhibit A to First Amended Complaint (Addendum A); R. 107-108). All 
HCIC stockholders in the area, including DWR, receive water out of the same HCIC canal, 
at the same cost of delivery to HCIC (ffif 10,21; R. 106,108). The only difference is DWR 
usually does not harvest its cultivated crops fl[ 7; R. 105,106). Instead, it leaves them on site 
at the Emery Game Farm and DLWMA for wildlife forage (Id.). By offering its crops for 
forage, DWR fulfills its statutory responsibility to propagate and manage wildlife,1 and 
attempts to reduce its payments to fanners for depredation losses by drawing wildlife away 
1
 See Utah Code Ann. § 23-14-1 (1995). 
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from land cultivated by other farmers flflf 12, 13, 23, 24; R. 106-108).2 DWR is funded, in 
part, from hunting license revenue and uses money from its budget to pay fanners for 
depredation caused by wildlife; thus, DWR's irrigation uses at the Emery Game Farm and 
DLWMA create a pecuniary benefit for DWR (Id.). 
DWR has owned HCIC shares since 1949 fl[ 25; R. 108). From 1995 to the present, 
DWR has owned or controlled 4,530.26 shares of stock and made essentially the same 
irrigation use of water delivered under those shares fl[ 8; R. 106).3 None of the water 
delivered under DWR's HCIC stock is used for any purpose traditionally associated with any 
municipal or industrial use fl[ 29; R. 109). 
In 1977, HCIC amended its Articles of Incorporation to allow for unequal stock share 
assessment (1f 34; R. 110). In 1987, HCIC changed its Articles to curtail non-irrigation users' 
voting rights fl[ 35; R. 110). Neither change had any immediate impact on DWR fl[ 40; EL. 
111). In January of 1995, HCIC changed its Bylaws to define "irrigation use" to include 
only water applied to land for "crop or livestock-feed production purposes for pecuniary 
2
 Utah Code Ann. § 23-16-4 (1995) creates a program whereunder DWR pays 
compensation to farmers whose crops, fences, or irrigation equipment are damaged by big 
game animals. 
3
 Since 1995 DWR has irrigated some 93 acres at the Game Farm and 350 acres at 
the Desert Lake Wildlife Management Area, for a total of 443 irrigated acres. The duty 
of water (amount of water that can be used per acre) is 4 acre-feet of water per acre. 
Thus, DWR could use 1,772 acre-feet of water (443 acres x 4 acre-feet/acre) for optimum 
irrigation of its property. In an average water year, HCIC delivers approximately 1 acre-
foot of water for each 3 shares of HCIC stock held. Thus, in an average year, DWR is 
entitled to delivery of 1,510.09 acre-feet of water (4,530.26 shares + 3 shares/acre-foot) 
under its HCIC shares—not quite enough for optimum irrigation of all of its property. 
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gain" flj 36; R. 110). All other uses were defined as M&I, regardless of the purpose for 
which the water was used (Id.). M&I shareholders pay a higher annual assessment than 
agricultural users, and may not vote their shares in elections for Company officers flflf 39-50; 
R. 111-113). 
On October 11,1995, DWR received its first assessment under the new Bylaws (Id.). 
HCIC determined in the initial assessment that DWR "irrigated" only 225 acres and gave 
DWR "credit" for that irrigation in calculating DWR's annual assessment fl[ 46; R. 112). 
This left 1,830.80 DWR shares subject to an additional M&I assessment and curtailment of 
voting rights (ffif 39, 40; R. 111). DWR paid the higher assessment under protest, asserting 
it made no municipal or industrial use of water (ffif 29, 49; R. 109, 113). From the time it 
received its initial assessment containing the M&I surcharge, DWR has attempted to 
negotiate resolution of the controversy with HCIC (Tf 41; R. 111). In 1996 HCIC 
recalculated DWR's assessment and, while DWR's water use was essentially the same as the 
year before, HCIC reduced the number of shares subject to the M&I surcharge to 1,146, 
where it remained through the 1998 irrigation season fl[ 46; R. 112, 201). 
With DWR's water use virtually constant, in 1999 HCIC again changed how it 
applied the 1995 Bylaws to DWR's irrigation practices (If 47; R. 113). On June 4, 1999 
HCIC summarily determined that none of DWR's irrigation met the HCIC Bylaw definition 
of "irrigation," and began subjecting all of DWR's HCIC shares to the M&I surcharge 
requirements (Id.; see also Exhibit I to First Amended Complaint, Addendum A; R. 203-
9 
205). The effect was substantial.4 Without the surcharge, DWR would have been assessed 
74-cents/share5 on each HCIC share it holds, for a total assessment of $3,352.39 (R. 203-
205). With the M&I surcharge, DWR was assessed $1.34/share,6 for a total of $6,070.53--an 
increase of 81% (Id.). It also meant DWR's voting rights were restricted on all 4,530.26 of 
its shares (ffif 40, 47; R. 111, 113). 
In the future, each time DWR receives an assessment under the new Bylaws it must 
pay more than other irrigators (If 37; R. 110, 111). Each time a vote for Company officers 
is taken, DWR will not be allowed to participate (Id.). Yet DWR is an irrigator receiving 
water from an HCIC canal at a cost to the Company identical to the cost of delivering water 
to other irrigators, and is in fact using the water for irrigation (fflf 10, 21; R. 106, 108). 
HCIC's "remedy" if DWR refuses to pay the assessment (including the M&I surcharge) is 
to sell some of DWR's HCIC stock (Utah Code Ann. §§ 16-4-12 through -23 (1995)) or, 
under HCIC's Amended Articles of Incorporation, to refuse to deliver DWR water (see pp. 
14-15 of Exhibit D to First Amended Complaint (Addendum A); R. 162, 163). Thus, along 
4
 Since 1995 HCIC has assessed the M&I surcharge on DWR shares as follows: 
1995-$1,080; 1996-S688; 1997-$688; 1998-$688; 1999-$2,718 
5
 Although it is impossible to tell from the assessment HCIC sends DWR (see 
Exhibit I to First Amended Complaint (Addendum A); R. 203-205), this is based on 
assessments of 17-cents/share "General Company" + 25-cents/share "Cleveland Canal" + 
32-cents/share "Cleveland & Huntington Dam Repayment" (see Exhibit H to First 
Amended Complaint (Addendum A); R. 201). 
6
 This is based on all of the assessment components listed in n.3 + 60-cents/share 
"Municipal-Industry" (M&I) assessment. 
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with being deprived of its right to full participation in Company management, DWR stands 
to lose money and/or water for not paying the illegal assessment (Id.). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The trial court erroneously dismissed DWR's entire First Amended Complaint, 
finding that two statutes of limitations bar DWR from pursuing redress of its grievances. 
First, the trial court mischaracterized DWR's First Amended Complaint. It accepted HCIC's 
erroneous assertion that the First Amended Complaint dealt only with the process of 
amending HCIC's Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws, and not with the results of 
implementing the amended corporate documents. 
Second, in applying Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-12-25(1) and 78-12-26(4) (1996), the 
lower court made several other critical errors. By its specific wording, § 78-12-25(1) does 
not run until four years after the last charge is made, or the last payment received, under the 
implied contract in question. The annual assessment of stock shares in a mutual irrigation 
company is the equivalent of a charge as that term is used in § 78-12-25(1). Here, the 
Company continues to make a charge each year through its assessment process, and 
stockholders continue to make payments on those assessments. The statute says, in essence, 
that an action may be brought within fours after an implied contract has concluded. The 
implied contract here continues to be implemented, with potentially varying charges made 
and payments received annually. Elections for officers also take place annually. 
Further, no cause of action arose with respect to the application of the new Bylaws 
until DWR received its first assessment under those Bylaws. This event occurred within four 
11 
years of the time DWR filed this action. In the alternative, a separate and distinct cause of 
action arose in 1999, within a few months of the time DWR filed this suit, when HCIC 
determined that none of DWR's use of water qualified as "irrigation" under the new Bylaws 
(after several years of giving DWR "credit" for some of its irrigation), and increased DWR's 
M&I assessment an unreasonable 295% from the previous year. Also in the alternative, no 
statute of limitations bars DWR's request for declaratory relief to prohibit ongoing future 
harm because a separate and distinct cause of action accrues when each unreasonable 
assessment is levied and each time voting rights are denied. 
Finally, Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4) does not bar DWR's assertions with respect 
to violation of Utah Code Ann. § 16-4-24 (1995), because an alleged violation of statute is 
not a "liability created by the statutes of th[e] state." 
ARGUMENT 
The issues before this Court turn on interpretation of two statutes of limitations. The 
court below found that, absent the statutes of limitations, DWR's First Amended Complaint 
(Addendum A) (R. 104-122) stated valid causes of action, saying: 
[DWR's] first amended complaint's claims are so broad and the reasonable 
inferences to be drawn therefrom so great, that if the Court is in error as to the 
applicability of the statutes of limitation herein, then plaintiffs should be 
allowed to flesh out their claims. 
Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (Addendum B, p. 1) (R. 262). 
DWR has pleaded causes of action it should be allowed to pursue but for the lower court's 
eiToneous finding that statutes of limitations bar DWR's suit. 
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I. IN APPLYING THE STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS, THE LOWER COURT 
MISCHARACTERIZED DWR'S FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
The trial court's ruling is based upon two incorrect assumptions, which demonstrates 
that it mischaracterized (or misunderstood) DWR's First Amended Complaint (Addendum 
A) (R. 104-122). First, the court assumed that DWR's "alleged implied contract violations 
and statutory violations all occurred in, or prior to, February of 1995" (Addendum C) (R. 
266). And, second, the court assumed that a "liability created by the statutes of this state," 
as that phrase is used in Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4) (1996), applies to the DWR 
violation-of-statute claim contained in the Third Cause of Action of DWR's First Amended 
Complaint (Addendum A, fflf 65-70; R. 116, 117), as the trial court found in its Dismissal 
Order (Addendum C) (R. 266). A review of the First Amended Complaint demonstrates the 
fallacy of the first assumption. The second is discussed in detail below in Section II.B. 
While it is true that the relationship between a shareholder and a non-profit mutual 
irrigation company is founded on implied contract principles, the contract is not static as the 
lower court seemed to believe. It is not a "one-time" agreement. Instead, it is an ongoing 
arrangement subject to change as the needs of implementation dictate. Importantly, DWR's 
First Amended Complaint (Addendum A) (R. 104-122) calls into question the 
implementation of the implied contract between HCIC and its shareholders. And DWR 
seeks appropriate relief: a declaration "that the HCIC actions are an arbitrary and capricious 
violation of DWR's . . . rights as an HCIC shareholder" and a declaration that the amended 
coiporate documents are void "to the extent they require assessment of DWR's HCIC stock 
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shares as used for municipal and industrial purposes, . . . deny[ing] DWR its full voting 
rights in the Company" (see First Cause of Action, First Amended Complaint, Addendum 
A, ffif 56-59; R. 114, 115). 
In the face of DWR's emphasis on annual and recurring harm resulting from HCIC's 
unreasonable actions, the lower court ruled that "[t]he alleged implied contract violations . 
. . all occurred in, or prior to, February of 1995" (Addendum C) (R. 266). The only way to 
make sense of this finding is to assume that the court thought only modification of corporate 
documents impacts a shareholder, not the resulting implementation of the modified 
documents. The irony is that precisely the opposite is true. It is not until the modification 
in corporate bylaws or articles of incorporation are implemented that a shareholder is harmed 
by changes to such documents. A simple change in the wording of such documents creates 
no harm. 
The opposite conclusion leaves the harmed shareholder in an impossible legal "Catch-
22." Where articles of incorporation are changed by majority shareholders such that they 
have the potential to harm a shareholder, but they are not immediately interpreted to cause 
harm, if the shareholder sues the company he seeks an advisory opinion (because no harm 
has yet been caused), and will fail because he has no injury in fact and, therefore, no 
standing, or because there is no justiciable controversy. If the company then waits four and 
one-half years to interpret the change in articles of incorporation, for example, in a way that 
harms the shareholder and the shareholder brings suit, under the trial court's theory he would 
be barred from proceeding on the basis that the change in corporate documents caused the 
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harm—not implementation of the change—and the four-year implied contract statute of 
limitations in Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) has run. 
More specifically, it is not just the initial implementing act that may harm a 
shareholder. Each unreasonable implementation of corporate bylaws harms a shareholder. 
Each time he is denied the right to vote shares, he is harmed. Each time he must pay more 
for water than others similarly situated, for example, because majority shareholders have 
identified a way to single him out for discrimination, he is harmed. This harm continues, and 
may worsen from time to time (as is the case here), as long as the company is allowed to treat 
one shareholder differently than others. Thus, the lower court's statement that "[t]he alleged 
implied contract violations... all occurred in, or prior to, February of 1995" (Addendum C) 
(R. 266) can only be described as based on a miseharacterization of DWR's First Amended 
Complaint. 
II. DWR'S CLAIMS ARE NOT BARRED BY ANY STATUTES OF 
LIMITATIONS 
A. DWR's Suit is Not Barred by Utah Code Ann. Section 78-12-25(1) 
Despite acknowledging that the allegations in DWR's First Amended Complaint, if 
proven, stated causes of action against HCIC, the lower court held that two statutes of 
limitations-contained in Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-12-25(1) (1996) and 78-12-26(4) (1996)-
bar DWR from pursuing its entire case (R. 265-267). Section 78-12-25(1) provides a four-
year limit on actions brought upon contracts not founded upon written instruments. The 
court apparently reasoned that all of DWR's claims, save one, were based on implied 
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contract principles; that Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) establishes a four-year statute of 
limitations for actions on such contracts; that regardless of the impact of implementing those 
changes, the time to challenge such changes begins when the changes are approved; and that 
DWR's causes of action are time-barred because HCIC changed its Articles of Incorporation 
and Bylaws more than four years prior to the date upon which DWR filed its First Amended 
Complaint. The remaining cause of action, that HCIC's actions violate a statute, is, the court 
ruled, "a liability created by the statutes of the state," and is thus barred by the three-year 
statute of limitations contained in Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4) (R. 265-267). 
In addition to being based upon a faulty understanding of DWR's First Amended 
Complaint (Addendum A) (R. 104-122), the lower court's ruling is erroneous for several 
other reasons. Each explanation below is made in the alternative. With respect to 
application of statutes of limitations: "A defendant's burden includes showing that the 
statute of limitation alleged as an affirmative defense actually applies." Conder v. Hunt, 
2000 Ut. Ct. App. 105, 1f 14, 393 Utah Adv. Rep. 6. Also, this Court has described granting 
a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), URCP, as "harsh," Baur v. Pacific Finance Corp,, 
383 P.2d 397, 397 (Utah 1963), and "severe," Burnett v. Utah Power & Light, 797 P.2d 
1096, 1097 (Utah 1990). And the Court of Appeals has said: 
When challenging a dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) the appellant is entitled to 
a generous standard of review. We "construe the [pleadings] in the light most 
favorable to the [claimant] and indulge all reasonable inferences in [the 
claimant's] favor." 
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Olson v. Park-Craig-Olson, Inc., 815 P.2d 1356, 1360 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). Thus, any 
doubts concerning whether the statutes of limitations were correctly applied below should 
be resolved in DWR's favor. 
1. On its Face, Section 78-12-25(1) Does Not Bar DWR's Suit Because 
Irrigation Company Assessments Are "Charges" as That Term is 
Used in the Statute 
The lower court's ruling ignores the text of § 78-12-25(1), which says: 
An action may be brought within four years: 
(1) upon a contract, obligation, or liability not founded upon an instrument in 
writing; also on an open account for goods, wares, and merchandise, and for 
any article charged on a store account; also on an open account for work, labor 
or services rendered, or materials furnished; provided, that action in aU of the 
foregoing cases may be commenced at any time within four years after the 
last charge is made or the last payment is received[.] 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25 (1) (1996) (emphasis supplied). 
HCIC contended below that the four-year statute of limitations time period began in 
1977 when HCIC amended its Articles of Incorporation to allow for unequal stock share 
assessment (R. 212, 214, 217, 218, 248-252)--even though that change had no impact on 
DWR because DWR was then treated like other irrigators holding shares in HCIC. DWR 
would have needed a crystal ball to divine that eighteen years later some harm might occur 
from this change. HCIC also contended the statute of limitations began to run in 1987 when 
HCIC changed its Articles of Incorporation to curtail the voting rights of non-irrigators (R. 
216, 218, 248-252). Again, the change had no immediate impact on DWR, and any effort 
by DWR to challenge it in court would have failed as an attempt to seek an advisory opinion. 
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HCIC further argued that the statute of limitations began to run in January of 1995 (R. 218, 
219, 252-255) when the Bylaw definition change was approved by shareholders. But this 
change had no immediate impact on DWR, and no DWR cause of action arose until DWR 
received its first assessment under the new Bylaws, as explained below. 
The correct interpretation of Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) with respect to non-profit 
corporation stock share assessment is that the four-year period begins to run each time an 
assessment is issued because the assessment is-as the word is used in the statute-a "charge" 
under the implied contract between the non-profit company and its shareholders. In CIG 
Exploration, Inc. v. Hill, 824 F.Supp 1532 (D. Utah 1993), CIG Exploration brought suit to 
recover allegedly excessive natural gas royalty payments received by defendants. The last 
royalty payment was made in 1985. The court held that Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) 
(1996) applied to the claims. In doing so, it said: 
CIGE claims the Petty court held that "[Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25] accrued 
when the plaintiff discovered that there was an overpayment and demand for 
restitution had been made." This statement is incorrect and follows only 
from a casual reading of that case. The Petty court did not transform the four-
year statute into a "discovery" statute. The issue before the court in Petty was 
which statute of limitations governed the case . . . . Thus, the court's 
statement that the four-year statute "accrued when the plaintiffs discovered 
that there was an overpayment and demand for restitution had been made" is, 
at best, dicta. In fact, given Section 78-12-25's clear statement that the cause 
of action accrues when "the last charge is made or the last payment is 
received," it would be error for the court to eschew the statute in favor of the 
Petty dicta In sum the court holds that CIGE's claims for mistake, 
restitution/unjust enrichment, monies had and received, and overpayment are 
governed by Section 78-12-25(l)'s four-year statute of limitations. Further, 
the court holds that statute began to run at the latest. •. when CIGE made 
the last royalty payment to Defendant. 
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Id. at 1547-1548 (emphasis supplied). 
To the extent that § 78-12-25(1) applies to suits by shareholders against mutual 
irrigation companies challenging unreasonable assessments, the statute of limitations period 
begins anew with each assessment. HCIC asserted below the "charge/payment" phrase of 
§ 78-12-25(1) applies only to situations where "open accounts" exist (R. 249). This, 
however, ignores the statute's wording and punctuation.7 It also ignores that the statute, as 
CIG Exploration indicates, was intended to provide a four-year time frame after an 
unwritten contract has concluded within which matters related to the contract may be 
challenged in court. The four-year limit simply does not run while the contract is being 
implemented. 
The law with respect to statutes of limitations and challenges to mutual irrigation 
company assessments is not well established in Utah. Several reported cases in other 
jurisdictions, however, deal with similar relationships. 
In Church v. Sajbel, 833 P.2d 813 (Colo. App. 1992), Sajbel had agreed to make 
fifteen annual payments to Church on a principal amount of $ 106,000. The note contained 
an acceleration clause providing that any default in payment made due and payable the entire 
principal sum owed under the note, and accrued interest, "without notice, at the option of the 
holder of the note." Sajbel defaulted on June 10, 1984. Church sued to collect on the note 
7
 The first three phrases of the statute are separated by a semi-colon, with the 
second two beginning with the word "also." The final phrase then starts: "provided, that 
action in all of the foregoing cases . . . ," which specifically refers back to each of the 
initial three phrases in the statute. 
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September 28, 1990—more than six years later. The statute of limitations period which 
arguably applied was six years. Sajbel asserted Church could not collect under the note 
because Church had not initiated demand for payment during the six-year statute of 
limitations time frame. The court disagreed, holding: 
[We agree with the lower court] that, if a money obligation is payable in 
installments, a separate cause of action arises on each installment and the 
statute of limitations begins to run against each installment when it 
becomes due. 
Id. at 814 (emphasis supplied). 
In Kiamichi Electric Cooperative v. Underwood, 842 P.2d 358 (Okla. App. 1992), 
power company Kiamichi attempted to recover charges for electricity delivered to 
Underwood, whose tampered-with meter began reporting less-than-accurate results in 
October of 1984. As a result, Kiamichi had not charged Underwood for all of the electricity 
Underwood had used. In 1990 Kiamichi brought suit against Underwood for past electricity 
use under-payments. Underwood asserted that its contract with Kiamichi was executed in 
1976, and therefore the applicable five-year statute of limitations period had run. The 
Oklahoma Court of Appeals disagreed, holding: 
The contracts at issue are in the nature of installment contracts for which a 
new payment is due each month . . . . Each monthly due date constitutes a 
new cause of action, and the statute of limitations begins to run with each 
new due date. 
Id. at 359 (emphasis supplied). 
Here, a separate cause of action accrues with each annual assessment that is 
unreasonable and without a rational basis, and the statute of limitations begins again with 
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each new cause of action. This is because, to the extent § 78-12-25(1) applies to DWR's 
claims, the statute must apply in its entirety-not certain phrases of it. The final proviso is 
critical: an action brought "upon a contract... not founded upon an instrument in writing" 
(one of the "cases" to which the phrase "in all of the foregoing cases" applies) "may be 
commenced at any time within four years after the last charge is made or the last payment 
is received" under the contract. Id. (emphasis supplied). Here, the contract between the 
Company and the shareholders is implemented continuously. The Company makes a 
"charge" each time it assesses a shareholder, and receives a "payment" when each 
assessment is paid. 
For statutes of limitations purposes specifically, and indeed for all purposes generally, 
the implied contract between DWR and HCIC continues to be implemented even to the 
present time. Charges (assessments) are made and payments received each year. These 
charges may vary from year to year, as DWR's experience demonstrates. Each annual 
assessment made erroneously or illegally by a mutual irrigation company gives rise to a 
separate cause of action. The statute of limitations begins to run against each assessment 
when the assessment comes due. Section 78-12-25(1) precludes a suit, if at all, only four 
years after the last charge is made under a contract—an event that has yet to occur here. At 
most, § 78-12-25(1) may limit the number of years a shareholder can go "back in time" to 
recover previously-paid assessments. The statute does not limit DWR's recovery, however, 
because all HCIC assessments (charges) and all DWR payments occurred within four years 
of the date DWR filed its suit. 
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2. Section 78-12-25(1) Does Not Bar this Suit Because the Limitation 
Period Did Not Begin-at the Earliest-until DWR Received its First 
Assessment Under the New HCIC Bylaws 
HCIC asserted below that the limitation period of Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) 
(1996) began when HCIC approved the Articles of Incorporation changes in 1977 and 1987 
(R. 212,214,216-218,248-252). But DWR could not have known to challenge the changes 
then, because they had no impact on DWR (R. 109-113). DWR was treated like all other 
irrigators holding HCIC shares until 1995 (R. 218,219, 252-255). Likewise, DWR was not 
immediately impacted by the January 1995 Bylaw change (R. I l l , 112). That change did 
not impact DWR until later in the year, when HCIC sent DWR its first assessment under the 
new Bylaws (R. 111,112). That assessment was dated October 11,1995. This is the earliest 
possible date upon which the § 78-12-25(1) limitation period could possibly have begun, 
because DWR had no cause of action against HCIC until it received this assessment. "The 
general policy in Utah is that statutes of limitations commence to run when the cause of 
action accrues." Davidson Lumber Sales, Inc. v. Bonneville Inv., 794 P.2d 11, 19 (Utah 
1990). 
DWR was not impacted in any way by the 1977 and 1987 Articles of Incorporation 
changes (R. 109-113). Likewise, it was not harmed by the January 1995 Bylaw change until 
the new definition was applied to DWR through the assessment process in October of that 
year (R. 112). This is particularly true since DWR maintained, even under the new Bylaw 
definition, that it was an irrigator which made no M&I use of water (R. 116). DWR could 
not have sued to challenge the new Bylaws until they were applied to DWR's stock shares, 
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because DWR could not have guessed what part of its irrigation use HCIC considered subject 
to the M&I surcharge until it saw (for the first time) the impact of HCIC's interpretation of 
the new Bylaws on DWR's irrigation. Under the first assessment, HCIC unilaterally 
determined that DWR "irrigated" 225 of the 443 acres DWR was irrigating with water 
provided under its HCIC shares (R. 112). But HCIC could have determined that DWR 
"irrigated" just 20 acres, or that it "irrigated" 420 acres. DWR had no way of knowing the 
nature and extent of its injury until it received its first assessment. This is particularly true 
since DWR made no use of water which could remotely be considered municipal or 
industrial under any reasonable definition of those terms. 
Thus, no cause of action accrued until DWR received its first assessment under the 
amended Bylaws in October of 1995. DWR brought its suit in June of 1999-within four 
years of receipt of the initial assessment. For this reason alone, the lower court's ruling was 
incorrect and should be reversed. 
3. Section 78-12-25 Does Not Bar DWR's Suit Because a New and 
Distinct Cause of Action Arose in 1999 when HCIC Substantially 
Increased DWR's M&I Surcharge 
In denying a shareholder's challenge of a company action in a non-profit corporation 
established to provided services to lot owners, this Court recently referred to a principle 
important to the consideration of the instant case. While the situation there did not involve 
a mutual irrigation company, the principle applies here. This Court said: 
Moreover, we note that there has been no showing of an overriding inequity 
in [non-profit corporation] Brighton's treatment of [shareholder] Workman. 
. . . . [T]here is nothing in the record to indicate that, over time, the officers of 
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Brighton have abused their authority or otherwise systematically used the 
power of assessment to disproportionately benefit a specific group of lot 
owners to the long-term detriment of the rest. 
Workman v. Brighton Properties, Inc., 1999 UT 30, 1f 15, 976 P.2d 1213. Here, HCIC 
officers have systematically used the power of assessment to disproportionately benefit 
"traditional" farmers (themselves) to DWR's long-term detriment. This was particularly 
true when, in 1999, HCIC dramatically changed its implementation of the new Bylaws as 
they related to DWR's HCIC shares (R. 112, 113). In the first assessment under the new 
Bylaws, HCIC gave DWR "credit" for irrigating 225 acres of land and applied the new M&I 
surcharge to 1,830.80 shares8 of HCIC stock held by DWR (Id.). After DWR protested and 
began its negotiations with HCIC, in 1996 HCIC reduced the number of shares subject to the 
M&I surcharge to 1,146, resulting in a surcharge amount of $688/year (R. 113). This amount 
remained unchanged through 1998 (Id.). While DWR's irrigation uses remained virtually 
constant, in 1999 HCIC increased the number of shares subject to the M&I surcharge to 
4,530.26 (Id.). This resulted in a surcharge amount of $2,718 in 1999-or a drastic increase 
of about 300% in the surcharge amount in just one year (R. 113, 203-205). 
8
 This figure was arrived at by multiplying the duty of water in the area (4 acre-
feet-per-acre irrigated) by the total number of acres HCIC officers considered to be 
"irrigated"(224), for a total of 896 acre-feet per year. On average, one acre-foot of water 
is delivered annually for every 3 shares of HCIC stock held, so 2,688 shares (3 x 896) 
were considered as being used for irrigation, leaving 1,842.26—less a small amount used 
for domestic purposes-for a total of 1,830.80 considered by HCIC as used for M&I 
purposes. 
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This unreasonable HCIC act created a separate and distinct cause of action which 
accrued just months before DWR filed its First Amended Complaint. Indeed, this action 
precipitated the filing of DWR's Complaint. Yet the lower court held the statutes of 
limitations barred DWR's related claim. But, for this to be the case, the statutes of 
limitations had to begin running before DWR received its first assessment under the new 
Bylaws. And if the lower court is correct, DWR would also now be prohibited from bringing 
a future suit to challenge another 300% increase (or, a 1,000% increase) in a future year. 
This anomalous conclusion relates back to the lower court's faulty characterization 
of DWR's First Amended Complaint. The lower court apparently reasoned that only 
Company actions modifying or changing corporate documents are subject to judicial review. 
How a company implements or applies the modified documents is apparently irrelevant 
under this analysis. This, however, is simply not the case. Company acts related to 
modification, implementation, and interpretation of corporate documents must have a rational 
basis and must be reasonable. This Court has said: "So long as the majority of stock 
authorizes reasonable and intra vires acts by the corporation, their will is the will of the 
corporation. . . ." Fower v. Provo Bench Canal & Irrigation Co., 101 P.2d 375, 379 (Utah 
1940). Unreasonable corporate actions related to implementation of an implied contract by 
a mutual irrigation company are subject to judicial review. This Court has also said: 
"Assuming Brooklyn [Canal Co.] has violated any enforceable obligation it owes to its 
shareholders with respect to manner, mode, or quantity of delivery, then those shareholders 
possess a cause of action " Badger v. Brooklyn Canal Co., 922 P.2d 745, 750 (Utah 
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1996). And this Court has recognized that, by purchasing mutual irrigation company shares, 
shareholders gain "the right to receive a proportionate share of the water distributed by [the 
company]... in the same manner as all other shareholders." East Jordan Irrigation Co. v. 
Morgan, 860 P.2d 310, 314 (Utah 1993). 
Thus, a distinct cause of action accrued when HCIC reinterpreted application of the 
new Bylaws to drastically increase the M&I surcharge on the DWR stock shares (R. 203-
205). The four-year statute of limitations, if it applies to this situation at all, does not bar 
DWR's suit to redress the harm caused DWR when all of its shares were unilaterally and 
unreasonably assessed as M&I shares. 
4. Section 78-12-25(1) Does Not Bar DWR's Request for Declaratory 
Relief Because a Distinct Cause of Action Accrues Each Time 
HCIC Issues DWR an Unreasonable Assessment or Denies DWR 
Voting Rights, and This Harm is Ongoing 
While the earliest possible date upon which DWR's cause of action could have arisen 
was when it received its first assessment under the new Bylaws, a new and separate cause 
of action arose each year thereafter when DWR received an assessment and each time there 
was an election for officers in which DWR was not allowed to vote. 
DWR seeks declaratory and injunctive reliefunder Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-33-1 etseq. 
(1996), (see Causes of Action One and Two, First Amended Complaint, Addendum A, fflf 
51-64; R. 113-116) to prohibit the continuing, future harm caused DWR by the annual HCIC 
M&I assessment and denial of voting rights. DWR will be harmed each time it receives a 
future assessment with the improper M&I surcharge. Similarly, it will be harmed each time 
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it is prevented from voting its HCIC shares in elections for Company officers, who in turn 
implement the Bylaws. Each time DWR is harmed in either fashion, a new cause of action 
accrues. Assuming, arguendo, that Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) (1996) applies to some 
portion of this suit, it does not bar DWR's requests for declaratory relief, because these 
requests seek to prevent not harm that has occurred in the past, but harm that will occur 
annually into the future. Statutes of limitations do not operate to prevent equitable 
remediation of future harm that will undoubtedly result if DWR is barred from pursuing its 
action. 
InAlderson v. State of Oregon, 806 P.2d 142 (Or. App. 1991), district court judges 
sought recovery of retirement contributions that had been improperly allocated by the Oregon 
State Court Administrator between August 1983 and 1987. One of the judges brought the 
action in October of 1989, and the State Court Administrator moved to dismiss based on a 
six-year statute of limitations. Similar to HCIC's argument here, that defendant argued the 
case should have been filed before August 1989 (six years from the initial, incorrect 
allocation) to be within the six-year statute of limitations period. But that court said: 
"Plaintiffs contend that the misconduct was continuing, that each deduction from their 
salaries was separately actionable, and that the statute [of limitations] runs separately for 
each." Id. at 145. The court then agreed with this reasoning, holding that "each deduction 
was a separate breach, as alleged by plaintiffs, and the statute began to run separately as 
to each alleged breach." Id. (emphasis supplied). 
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In Gossner v. Utah Power & Light Co., 612 P.2d 337 (Utah 1980), a case involving 
compensation for Gossner's flooded land allegedly caused by the power company's 
negligence over a period of time, this Court said: 
If the Court finds that the flooding of plaintiffs' farm lands, as claimed, was 
an event that could have been averted by the exercise of reasonable care and 
foresight by the defendant and was, therefore, abatable as of the time when 
plaintiffs' complaint was filed, the statute of limitations would run from the 
date of any injury and damage, and there may be successive recoveries for 
successive injuries. 
Id. at 341 (emphasis supplied). 
Here, DWR's harm is not "continuing harm" from a single past event; it is successive 
harm that has recurred—and will continue to recur—annually when DWR is not allowed to 
vote its shares or is forced to pay yet another surcharge to subsidize the costs of neighboring 
irrigators. Each time this harm occurs, a new cause of action accrues, with the potential for 
successive recoveries for successive injuries. This harm should not be allowed to continue. 
If DWR were a mutual irrigation company shareholder questioning, for example, a 
one-time special assessment for canal-lining, but had waited five years to bring that cause 
of action, Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25( 1) (1996) might bar the suit on the theory that the "last 
charge" complained of (the special canal lining assessment) occurred more than four years 
before the suit was filed. That is not the case here. To the contrary, DWR seeks to prevent 
HCIC from continuing to overcharge for assessments and to deprive DWR of voting on an 
annual basis indefinitely into the future. No statutes of limitations preclude DWR from 
obtaining a declaration to enjoin such inevitable future harm. 
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B. DWR's Suit Is Not Barred by Utah Code Ann. Section 78-12-26(4) 
Because the Action Does Not Involve a Liability Created by State Statutes 
The trial court found that the Third Cause of Action in DWR's First Amended 
Complaint (Addendum A) (R. 104-122) was not barred by Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) 
(1996), but was instead barred by the three-year statute of limitations (R. 266) contained in 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4), which reads: 
An action may be brought within three years: 
(4) for a liability created by the statutes of the state, other than for a penalty 
or forfeiture under the laws of this state, except where in special cases a 
different limitation is prescribed by the statutes of this state. 
In its Third Cause of Action DWR alleged, in the alternative to its other assertions, 
that HCIC was precluded from changing its corporate documents to require other than pro 
rata assessment on stock shares because Utah statutes indicate the legislature intended for 
irrigation companies to be treated differently depending on when they were organized (R. 
116-117). Companies organized before Utah Code Ann. § 16-4-24 (1995) became law in 
1933 may charge other than pro rata assessment on their stock shares only when their articles 
of incorporation in place at that time "expressly" so permitted. Id. While, arguably, the 
HCIC Articles in place when the statute was enacted allowed shareholders receiving water 
from the Huntington Canal to be treated differently than shareholders receiving water from 
the Cleveland Canal (R. 134), DWR asserts that the Aiticles did not meet the statutory 
requirement. HCIC cannot subsequently amend its Articles of Incorporation in violation of 
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this and other statutes (see Third Cause of Action, First Amended Complaint, Addendum A, 
IHf 65-70; R. 116, 117). 
HCIC contended below that the statute of limitations contained in Utah Code Ann. 
§ 78-12-26(4) bars DWR's Third Cause of Action (R. 249, 250). That statute provides that 
"an action may be brought within three years . . . for a liability created by the statutes of 
this state." Id. (emphasis supplied). The trial court agreed with HCIC's assertion that the 
statute's reference to a "liability" created by state statutes is the same as DWR's assertion 
that HCIC's amendment of its corporate documents violates state statutes (R. 266). Section 
78-12-26(4) has, however, never been interpreted in this way. The statute has been imposed 
with respect to: an attempt to recover funds under the Utah Industrial Act, Utah Consol. 
Mining Co. v. Industrial Comm yn of Utah, 194 P. 657 (Utah 1920); an action by the State 
to recover estate taxes, In re Swan's Estate. Hendee v. State Tax Comm yn, 79 P.2d 999 (Utah 
1938); attempts to recover money under the Workmen's Compensation Act, see, e.g., 
Peterson v. Sorensen, 65 P.2d 12 (Utah 1937); and an action by the State to recover a use tax 
from a foreign corporation, Illinois Powder Mfg. Co. v. State Tax Comm 'n, 217 P.2d 580 
(Utah 1950). Each case involved an attempt to recover money based on a liability created 
by state statutes, which is within the coverage of Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4). 
In its Third Cause of Action, however, DWR does not seek to recover funds (R. 116, 
117). Instead, it seeks a declaration that the changes to the HCIC Articles of Incorporation 
in 1977 and 1987, and the changes to its Bylaws in 1995, "violate[ ] Utah's statute on 
assessment of corporate shares and . . . should be declared void." (Third Cause of Action, 
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First Amended Complaint, Addendum A, ^ 70; R. 117). No "financial liability" is involved 
under this cause of action. Instead, DWR asserts that, among other infirmities, the purported 
changes in HCIC's corporate documents are invalid because they violate certain state 
statutes and therefore should be declared void. DWR has not had the opportunity to develop 
this argument before the district court, and should not be precluded from doing so by any 
statutes of limitations. 
While the passage of time prevents recovery of money damages under certain 
conditions, it cannot legitimize that which is otherwise illegal. There is simply no "liability 
created by the statutes of the state" involved in DWR's Third Cause of Action (Addendum 
A, ffif 65-70; R. 116, 117). The trial court erred by concluding otherwise. DWR is not 
precluded from bringing its Third Cause of Action by Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4). 
C. DWR Should Have the Opportunity to Prove Its Contention that HCIC 
Has Discriminated Against DWR 
In addition to the arguments above, DWR has also pleaded that HCIC has singled-out 
DWR for discrimination (R. 115). This is because HCIC acted with partiality by targeting 
DWR for unfair treatment. It would appear that the new HCIC Bylaws are tailor-made to 
exploit DWR's unique situation as an HCIC shareholder, where it uses its HCIC water to 
irrigate cultivated crops but does not sell the cultivated product. This claim, of course, 
cannot be substantiated unless DWR is allowed to discover all facts related to the Bylaw 
change and to the implementation of that change and present them to the Court. The trial 
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court's ruling, however, has the enormously unfair effect of stopping DWR's action dead in 
its tracks. This holding should be reversed. 
CONCLUSION 
DWR has valid causes of action against HCIC, the pursuit of which is not barred by 
any statutes of limitations. Each time HCIC issues an unreasonable assessment or denies 
DWR's voting rights, a new cause of action arises. DWR did not have a cause of action 
against HCIC until it received its first assessment under the new HCIC Bylaws, an event that 
occurred within four years of the time it filed its Complaint in this suit. The statute of 
limitations contained in Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) does not apply while an implied 
contract is being implemented. Thus, it could not yet have run with respect to DWR's action 
here. And the lower court's application of Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4) was simply in 
error because the cause of action to which it was applied does not involve a liability created 
by state statutes. 
This Court should reinstate DWR's First Amended Complaint in its entirety. DWR 
should have the opportunity to proceed with discoveiy and trial. It should have its day in 
court. 
Further, this Court should hear oral argument as it considers this appeal. DWR 
welcomes the opportunity to respond directly to the Court's questions to help the Court 
understand the facts, issues, and law related to this case. Further, a published Opinion is 
critical. The law applying statutes of limitations to assessment of non-profit companies in 
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Utah is sparse. Parties involved in situations such as the one in which DWR finds itself need 
direction. Publication of the Opinion will help correct this deficiency. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 17th day of August, 2000. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
THE STATE OF UTAH, by and through ; 
its DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ] 
RESOURCES, DIVISION OF ; 




IRRIGATION COMPANY, a Utah ; 
non-profit corporation, ] 
Defendant 
> F I R S T 
| A M E N D E D 
) C O M P L A I N T 
) Case No. 990700085 
i Judge: Bruce K. Halliday 
The Division of Wildlife Resources, Department of Natural Resources, State of Utah 
(hereafter "DWR"), by and through the undersigned counsel, files the following First Amended 
Complaint for injunctive and declaratory relief, damages, and—because of the nature of Defendant's 
actions—attorneys' fees, and alleges as follows 
1 
PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff DWR is the agency of Utah State Government charged by statute to manage 
Utah's wildlife resources, authorized to own property (including stock shares in irrigation companies) 
as part of that management, and empowered to initiate actions and seek remedies for harm to DWR 
property. Utah Code Ann. § 23-14-1 (1996). 
2. Defendant Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company (hereafter "HOC") is a non-
profit mutual irrigation company organized under Utah law, with its principal place of business in 
Emery County, Utah. 
3. In this action, Plaintiff asserts that its rights as a shareholder in HCIC have been 
unlawfully violated by certain of HCIC's improper actions. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
4. This is an action for declaratory and injunctive relief, monetary damages, costs, and 
attorneys' fees. 
5. The Seventh District Court for Emery County has original jurisdiction to hear this 
action. Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-3-4(1) and (2) (1996). 




A. Emery Game Farm 
7. DWR owns and operates the 287 03-acre Emery Game Farm (also known as the 
"Harvey Place") in Emery County, Utah DWR grows various crops and grains, such as corn, 
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triticale, wheat, rye, and oats for consumption by waterfowl and other wildlife on about 93 acres at 
the Game Farm using traditional irrigation practices. Crops are planted and the Game Farm is 
operating at the time this Amended Complaint is filed. These crops are usually left in place to provide 
wildlife food, forage, and cover, and to enhance waterfowl habitat, thus discouraging wildlife from 
depredating on other farmlands in the area. Some crops have, at times, been used for experimental 
re-seeding projects. 
8. DWR owns or controls management of 4,530.26 shares of primary HCIC irrigation 
water represented by Class A stock certificates. The amount of water delivered under each share 
varies annually, depending on water supply. On average, DWR uses water delivered under just over 
1,500 HCIC shares to irrigate crops at the Emery Game Farm. 
9. Crops at the Emery Game Farm have historically relied on water delivered through 
the Cleveland Canal based on DWR-owned HCIC stock shares. 
10. It costs HCIC no more to deliver water to the Emery Game Farm than to other HCIC 
irrigators. 
11. Water delivered to the Emery Game Farm is used to irrigate crops to propagate 
wildlife, and for other related purposes. 
12. Wildlife propagation at the Emery Game Farm is significant in terms of wildlife 
management in Utah. Hunting license sales are an important source of revenue to DWR. Such sales 
depend on healthy wildlife populations DWR's water use at the Emery Game Farm produces crops 
to propagate wildlife, the existence of which is important to DWR's financial well-being. 
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13. Foraging on crops grown at the Emery Game Farm discourages wildlife from 
depredating crops on other farms in the area. Growing these crops for wildlife saves DWR the costs 
that might otherwise be incurred in depredation compensation. 
B. Desert Lake Wildlife Management Area 
14. Under a longstanding management agreement with federal agencies, Plaintiff DWR 
also operates the 2,621 -acre Desert Lake Wildlife Management Area (hereafter "DLWMA") located 
in Emery County, Utah. 
15. DLWMA exists primarily to enhance waterfowl habitat, provide public hunting, and 
mitigate the impact of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation's Emery County Irrigation Project, which 
provides water to parts of the HCIC system. Dikes have been built and maintained for many years 
to impound water for the beneficial use of propagating wildlife and irrigating surrounding acreage for 
production of plants that provide food, forage, and cover for waterfowl and upland game. 
16. DWR uses traditional irrigation to cultivate grains and grasses at DLWMA, such as 
oats, barley, millet, sorghum, and wheat for consumption by waterfowl and other wildlife. DWR also 
grows cover crops such as forbs and grasses within the Wildlife Management Area. 
17. Currently, about 150 acres are cultivated using conventional irrigation at DLWMA, 
while about 200 acres of vegetation are maintained both by conventional and back-flood irrigation. 
These acres are being irrigated at the time this Amended Complaint is filed. 
18 The United States transferred management of DLWMA to DWR by agreement 
effective February 2, 1968 Specifically, as it pertains to this action, the United States "grant[ed] to 
the State the use and control of 2,301 23 acres of land, together with stock of the Huntington-
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Cleveland Irrigation Company AND, certain other [water] rights " Some 320 acres were 
purchased later and included under this agreement 
19. DWR receives water at DLWMA through the Elmo Branch of the Cleveland Canal 
based on HCIC stock shares DWR owns or controls DWR uses water delivered under just over 
3,000 shares of HCIC stock to propagate wildlife and irrigate crops at DLWMA 
20. DWR's water use at DLWMA is functionally the same as the beneficial use of 
irrigation water recognized by the Division of Water Rights for waterfowl and wildlife propagation 
throughout Utah by DWR, federal, and private entities (see Exhibit A). 
21. It costs HCIC no more to deliver water to the DLWMA than to other HCIC 
irrigators. 
22. DWR beneficially uses all water delivered to DLWMA under HCIC shares for 
irrigation to propagate wildlife and to grow beneficial crops 
23. Wildlife propagation at DLWMA is significant in terms of wildlife management in 
Utah Hunting license sales are an important source of revenue to DWR Such sales depend on 
healthy wildlife populations DWR's use of water at DLWMA produces crops and aquatic plants 
to propagate wildlife, the existence of which is important to DWR's financial well-being 
24 Foraging on crops and aquatic plants grown at DLWMA discourages waterfowl from 
depredating other crops in the surrounding area Growing these crops for wildlife saves DWR the 
costs that might otherwise be incurred in depredation compensation 
C. DWR's HCIC Stock Shares 
25 DWR's HCIC shares were acquired over a period of time 500 were purchased in 
1949, 3 17 in 19S4, 700 in 1960, and S00 in !994 
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26. The U S Bureau of Reclamation and U S Fish and Wildlife Service purchased 
approximately 750 HCIC shares in 1966 and 1,767 shares in 1967 
27. HCIC water owned or controlled by DWR is evidenced by the following stock 
certificates A-2513 representing 1,513 17 shares and A-3165 representing 500 shares are owned by 
DWR; A-819 representing 1,667.35 shares, A-820 representing 299.74 shares, A-821 representing 
100 shares, A-822 representing 350 shares, and A-823 representing 100 shares are used and 
controlled by DWR under agreement with the U.S. Department of the Interior. 
28. In acquiring its shares, DWR was entitled to rely on its being treated the same as other 
stockholders, particularly with regard to assessments and voting rights 
29. None of the water delivered under DWR's HCIC stock is used for municipal or 
industrial purposes. 
D. HCIC Actions Relating to Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws 
30. Mutual non-profit irrigation companies, such as HCIC, have been formed over time 
in Utah as a matter of convenience and efficiency to shareholders who pooled their water rights and 
financial resources to build delivery works to allow the exercise of water rights in a manner financially 
feasible to the group where few, if any, individual shareholders could afford to build the storage and 
delivery works necessary to exercise their water rights 
31. In 1931, the previously-organized Huntington Canal Company and the Cleveland 
Canal Company consolidated to form HCIC 
32 The HCIC Articles of Consolidation, which included the original HCIC Articles of 
Incorporation, provided that "each stockholder shall be entitled to one vote for each share of stock 
standing in his or her name upon the books of the company [and] that at all stockholder meetings, 
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each stockholder shall be entitled to one vote for each share of stock standing in his name upon the 
books of the corporation" (see Exhibit B, Article VII). 
33. The 1933 HCIC Articles of Consolidation/Articles of Incorporation also stated "the 
fully paid capital stock of th[e] corporation is hereby made assessable...[and] the directors...have 
power to levy assessments to the amount of Twelve percent per share per year whenever it is 
necessary to do so in order to pay the obligations of the corporation" (see Exhibit B, Article XVI). 
The 1933 Articles of Incorporation contain no provision allowing share assessment other than this 
one, which provides for equal, pro rata assessment of shares. 
34. In 1977, HCIC purported to amend its Articles of Incorporation to allow for unequal 
stock share assessment at the discretion of the Board of Directors (see Exhibit C, Article XVI). This 
change was carried forward in the 1987 Amended Articles of Incorporation (see Exhibit D, Article 
XI). 
35. In 1987, HCIC purported to amend its Articles of Incorporation to curtail voting 
privileges for non-irrigation users (see Exhibit D, Article V D(2)B). 
36. In 1995, HCIC purported to amend its Bylaws to define "irrigation use" to include 
only water applied to land for "crop or livestock-feed production purposes for pecuniary gain," and 
defined all other uses of water as "municipal and industrial" whether or not such other uses were in 
fact for municipal and industrial purposes (see Exhibit E, Article X.F.2). 
37. The effect of the 1977, 1987, and 1995 changes in the Articles of Incorporation and 
Bylaws was that "irrigation users" (as defined in the Bylaws) paid lower assessments and could vote 
their shares in all Company elections; while all others, regardless of actual use of water or the cost 
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of delivering it to them, paid higher assessments and could not vote their shares in all elections, thus 
harming their ability to lawfully participate in management of the Company 
38. HCIC acted illegally and arbitrarily in making changes to its Articles of Incorporation 
and Bylaws in 1977, 1987, and 1995, and thereby deprived DWR of its existing rights as a 
shareholder in the Company, all without DWR's consent. 
E. Impact of HCIC Actions on DWR 
39. In 1995, HCIC determined, without DWR's consent, that under its new Bylaws 
certain DWR shares did not qualify for the lower irrigation assessment. It arbitrarily determined that 
the water delivered under those shares was not being put to beneficial agricultural use Therefore, 
HCIC levied a "municipal and industrial" assessment against those shares, when in fact the DWR 
shares were being used for beneficial irrigation. DWR was not harmed by the HCIC actions relating 
to its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws until after the 1995 Bylaw change 
40. At an HCIC stockholder meeting in February of 1995, DWR representatives were 
informed that they could no longer vote their non-agricultural shares at Company meetings for the 
election of Company officers After DWR representatives protested, they were told they could vote 
only if their vote did not influence an election's outcome 
41 From the initial receipt of an assessment containing "municipal and industrial" charges 
and prohibiting DWR from exercising full voting rights, DWR protested to HCIC and attempted to 
negotiate resolution based upon its assertion that HCIC's arbitrary and discriminatory practices 
concerning assessments and voting rights were unfounded and illegal Such negotiations occurred 
between and among DWR and HCIC representatives and legal counsel 
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42. During the time DWR/HCIC negotiations took place, DWR was prevented from 
exercising full voting rights, while being required to pay higher "municipal and industrial" 
assessments. From time to time, HCIC representatives have threatened to cut off water delivery to 
DWR if it did not pay its full assessment at the higher "municipal and industrial" rates. 
43. On May 19,1995, at DWR's request, the Attorney General's Office wrote to HCIC's 
legal counsel protesting the assessment/voting changes. 
44. On June 30, 1995, HCIC's legal counsel responded by justifying the Company's 
actions saying, in part, that a non-profit corporation may provide for varying assessments, and that 
if a stockholder is unhappy with the change "he is always free to sell his stock" (see Exhibit F). 
45. On April 2, 1999, after four years of effort to settle the matter, HCIC's legal counsel 
shed further light on the unfair assessment and voting procedures. He conceded that DWR's water 
use is beneficial in nature, but said that because it does not meet the definition of irrigation established 
by the Company it is subject to additional assessment. He said, "one of the reasons for the...policy...is 
to support and encourage the tradition of agriculture that led to the settling of Emery County " (see 
Exhibit G). 
46. The number of DWR shares HCIC determined did not qualify for irrigation assessment 
has varied since 1995 In 1995, HCIC considered that DWR irrigated 225 acres and gave DWR 
"credit" for irrigating those acres in its calculation of the DWR assessment for that year For 1996, 
1997 and 1998, HCIC gave DWR "credit" for irrigating 282 acres-102 cultivated acres at the Emery 
Game Farm and 180 cultivated acres at DLWMA After some calculation (see Exhibit H), this left 
1146 DWR shares assessed for "municipal and industrial" purposes 
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47 In 1999, although DWR's use of water did not change from the previous year, HCIC 
determined that none of DWR's water use qualified as "irrigation use" under the HCIC Bylaws, and 
began assessing all of DWR's shares at the "municipal and industrial" rate, with accompanying harm 
to DWR's voting rights (see Exhibit I) 
48. DWR paid its 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 assessments, including the additional 
"municipal and industrial" charges, under protest At the time this Amended Complaint is filed, DWR 
has paid its 1999 assessment, less the "municipal and industrial" portion of that assessment 
49. For 1995, DWR paid a "municipal and industrial" assessment of $ 1,098 49 on or about 
October 30, 1995 For 1996, DWR paid a "municipal and industrial" assessment of $688 00 on or 
about May 6, 1997 For 1997 DWR paid a "municipal and industrial" assessment of $688 00 on or 
about May 6, 1997 For 1998, DWR paid a "municipal and industrial" assessment of $688 00 on or 
about April 25, 1999 All such payments were made under protest 
50 Despite numerous efforts by DWR to resolve this matter, HCIC continues to 
discriminate against DWR as an HCIC shareholder and indeed has "stepped up" the discrimination 
by requiring "municipal and industrial" assessments on all of DWR's shares and by denying DWR any 
voice in the election of Company officials, notwithstanding that all DWR use of HCIC water is for 
beneficial irrigation purposes, not for municipal and industrial purposes 
FrRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Relief) 
51 Plaintiff hereby iealleges and incoipoiates by iefeience paragraphs numbered 1 
through 50 
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52. Plaintiff has held HCIC stock since 1949 It uses water delivered under HCIC stock 
solely to irrigate cultivated crops or propagate wildlife habitat, and not for municipal and industrial 
purposes. 
53. Plaintiff receives its water through a long-established system of Company canals and 
laterals just as other irrigators do It costs the Company no more to deliver water to Plaintiff than 
to other HCIC irrigators 
54. HCIC is a mutual non-profit irrigation Company that exists for the convenience of its 
shareholders to distribute water to stockholders who share distribution expenses and management 
decisions 
55. DWR'sHCIC shares are muniments of title, authorizing DWR to receive its full pro-
rata share of the HCIC water available in any particular year. 
56. Assessments on stock shares of a mutual non-profit water company must equitably 
reflect water delivery costs In DWR's case, the higher "municipal and industrial" assessments do 
not reasonably, or "equitably," reflect any increased costs of water delivery 
57. Further, the Company, as proponent of the assessment increase, has the burden of 
showing that all expenses for which it seeks contribution from shareholders are reasonably related to 
the interests, purposes, and objectives for which the Company was organized and are based upon the 
costs of distributing water By failing to make any effort to show how the increase is appropriate or 
otherwise justified (other than through misapplication of the principle that "the majority rules"), 
HCIC has failed to meet this burden 
58 HCIC cannot, without DWR's consent, lawfully amend its Articles or Bylaws to 
dcprvc DM x\ i f tii J 'dental \><JV\ 't h ul pnoi to such amendment 
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59. By artificially defining some of DWR's irrigation for wildlife propagation as a 
"municipal and industrial" water use, Defendant has singled out DWR, a minority shareholder, for 
illegal, inequitable, and discriminatory treatment. This Court should declare that the HCIC actions 
are an arbitrary and capricious violation of DWR's property rights and its rights as an HCIC 
shareholder. 
60. In addition, there is no rational basis for HCIC's Bylaw change, which is a violation 
of its duty to its shareholders as a non-profit mutual irrigation company. Thus, this Court should 
declare the 1987 change to the Articles of Incorporation and the 1995 Bylaw modification void to 
the extent they require assessment of DWR's HCIC stock shares as used for "municipal and 
industrial" purposes and deny DWR its full voting rights in the Company. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Relief) 
61. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs numbered 1 
through 60. 
62. DWR's water use is for beneficial irrigation of cultivated and uncultivated lands to 
grow crops and aquatic plants for wildlife propagation. HCIC's definition of this use as "municipal 
and industrial" is unrealistic, arbitrary, and capricious. HCIC's actions in stripping DWR of voting 
rights and imposing higher assessments related to property/stock ownership are illegal, and this Court 
should declare them invalid. 
63. Because DWR water delivered under its HCIC shares is used only to irrigate for 
wildlife propagation, such use qualifies as "agricultural use" using any reasonable definition of the 
term "irrigation." If HCIC considered the 93 acres irrigated at the Emery Game Farm plus the 350 
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acres irrigated at the DLWMA to qualify as irrigation use, there would be no DWR stock shares to 
assess for "municipal and industrial" purposes. Thus, this Court should declare DWR's water use 
to be an irrigation use, not subject to "municipal and industrial" assessment, and not subject to voting 
restrictions. 
64. In the alternative, this Court should view DWR's use of HCIC water to propagate 
wildlife hunted by DWR licensees, generating revenue upon which DWR depends, as irrigation with 
a pecuniary motive. This Court could declare that DWR's use of water is the "irrigation of crops for 
the purposes of pecuniary gain" under HCIC's Bylaws and not subject to "municipal and industrial" 
assessment or voting restrictions. 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Violation of Statute) 
65. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs numbered 1 
through 64. 
66. Under Utah Code Ann. § 16-4-4 (1995), the stock of Utah corporations organized 
between March 8, 1894 and January 1, 1962 (when HCIC was organized) is not assessable except 
as provided by statute or the articles of incorporation. 
67. Under Utah Code Ann. § 16-4-7 (1995), all "fully paid" stock subject to assessment 
(this includes DWR's HCIC stock shares) must be assessed equally. 
68. Utah Code Ann. § 16-4-24 (1995), enacted in 1933, provides that a mutual irrigation 
company organized before the law was passed has the power to make assessments "on other than a 
pro rata" (or equal) basis where the articles of incorporation in place when the statute was enacted 
''expressly so permit." 
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69. The HCIC Articles of Incorporation, drafted in 1931 and unchanged through 1933, 
allow for assessment of shares on a strictly equal, pro rata, basis. 
70. HCIC's purported amendment of its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in 1977, 
1987, and 1995 to provide for assessment of shares on other than a pro rata basis thus violates 
Utah's statutes on assessment of corporate shares and, as such, should be declared void. 
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract) 
71. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs numbered 1 
through 70. 
72. The relationship between a non-profit mutual water company and its shareholders is 
one of contract, with the bylaws, articles of incorporation, and applicable statutes, forming the 
contract. 
73. The HCIC Bylaws and Articles of Incorporation in place when DWR and federal 
entities purchased HCIC stock shares limited HCIC's actions relative to matters between the 
Company and its shareholders, such as voting rights and financial assessments. 
74. When DWR acquired its stock shares, assessments were pro rata and all shares could 
be voted. DWR reasonably relied thereon. 
75. Up to 1994, DWR-held HCIC shares were assessed the same as other HCIC irrigation 
users' shares, and DWR had full voting rights. 
76 DWR purchased shares to use water for irrigation purposes, and the water delivered 
under DWR's shares has been used for those purposes. 
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77. By unilaterally amending its Bylaws and Articles of Incorporation after DWR's 
acquisition of shares to increase DWR's assessment costs and prohibit voting—both without DWR's 
consent—HCIC has breached its contract with DWR and has impaired DWR's contract rights as a 
stockholder. 
78. This Court should declare that the 1977 and 1987 changes in the Articles of 
Incorporation and the 1995 Bylaws modification are void as a breach of contract. 
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Injunctive Relief) 
79. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs numbered 1 
through 78. 
80. HCIC exists as a matter of convenience to equitably deliver water to shareholders. 
81. HCIC acted illegally in 1977 and 1987 when it purported to change its Articles of 
Incorporation, and again in 1995 when it purported to modify its Bylaws to discriminate against 
DWR, causing DWR to lose voting rights and to face higher and unjustified assessment expenses. 
82. In the past, HCIC threatened to cut off DWR's water if the improper "municipal and 
industrial" assessments were not paid. DWR has refused to pay the illegal 1999 "municipal and 
industrial" assessment on its HCIC shares. Based on past experience, DWR faces the immediate 
threat of irreparable harm from having water delivery to its irrigated lands cut off for failure to pay 
the illegal assessment. There is no adequate remedy at law for this harm, which will occur unless 
enjoined by this Court. 
83. This Court should issue a preliminary injunction requiring HCIC to deliver to DWR 
;LS linuaiiun •••/aicr tin" the 1999 irrigation season based on DWR's payment of its 1999 assessment, 
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without paying the "municipal and industrial" portion of the assessment Further, the injunction 
should prohibit HCIC from taking any action against DWR, such as selling DWR's HCIC stock 
shares, as a result of DWR's failure to pay the illegal "municipal and industrial" assessment 
84 Further, this Court should enjoin HCIC from taking further improper actions to 
discriminate against minority shareholders, specifically DWR, with respect to fundamental shareholder 
rights, such as voting with respect to Company management and establishing unjust assessments 
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Damages) 
85. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorpoiates by reference paragraphs numbered 1 
through 84 
86. Over a period of four years, DWR paid illegal assessments levied against it by HCIC, 
under protest, to avoid the possibility of not receiving its irrigation water DWR was compelled to 
pay the unreasonable assessments under protest while attempting to resolve the matter 
87. For four years, HCIC has required DWR to pay unjust and illegal assessments while 
DWR has been denied voting rights on its HCIC shaies 
88. The Court should requue HCIC to iefund to DWR excess assessments paid, plus 
interest, from the various dates of payment as follows For 1995, DWR paid an overage of $ 1,098 49 
in "municipal and industrial" assessment on or about October 30, 1995 with interest at 6% of $243 
due from that time until the initial Complaint in this action was filed For 1996, DWR paid an 
overage of $688 00 in ' municipal and mdustnal' assessment on or about May 6, 1997 with interest 
at 6% of $85 due from that time until the initial Complaint was filed For 1997, DWR paid an 
v»v^racc of bo8rt ( 'J in municipal a.i ' .ndi si, ,ai issessiiioii u.i oi aU ji Max 6 1997 with interest 
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at 6% of $85 due from that time until the initial Complaint was filed. For 1998 and 1999, DWR paid 
an overage of $688.00 in "municipal and industrial" assessment on or about April 25, 1999 with 
interest at 6% of $3.44 due from that time until the initial Complaint was filed. The total amount of 
damages HCIC owes DWR for overage of payment of "municipal and industrial" assessments since 
1995, plus interest from that time until the initial Complaint was filed, is $4,226.93. 
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Attorneys' Fees) 
89. Plaintiff hereby realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs numbered 1 
through 88. 
90. By illegally increasing the DWR assessment and refusing to allow DWR to participate 
in management of the Company, HCIC has acted in bad faith in matters pertaining to DWR's HCIC 
shares by systematically misusing Company power to discriminate against DWR. 
91. HCIC's unreasonable, arbitrary, and capricious actions toward DWR forced DWR to 
bring this action to protect its fundamental property rights and shareholder interests DWR should 
be awarded the attorneys' fees it has expended, and will expend, to enforce these basic shareholder 
rights 
92. In addition, should HCIC increase assessments to finance the costs of this action, 
DWR should not have to pay the increased assessment. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFF PRAYS THAT THIS COURT 
1. Declare that HCIC's actions requiring DWR to pay "municipal and industrial" 
assessments for any of its irrigation use and denying DWR voting rights on certain shares are illegal 
and of no force or effect 
2. Declare, specifically, that the 1977 and 1987 amendments to HCIC's Articles of 
Incorporation and the 1995 amendment to HCIC's Bylaws are void and of no force or effect to the 
extent they deny DWR voting rights or increase its cost of receiving HCIC-delivered water to an 
amount per share greater than that paid by other HCIC agricultural irrigators 
3 Declare, in the alternative, that DWR's water use qualifies as an "irrigation use" under 
HCIC's Bylaws and thus is only susceptible to agricultural assessment, with full voting rights 
4 Enjoin HCIC from refusing to deliver DWR's water under HCIC shares because DWR 
has not paid the illegal assessment levied against those shares by HCIC for 1999, and from taking 
further discriminatory actions harming DWR's HCIC assessments or voting rights 
5 Render judgment requiring HCIC to refund to DWR the ' municipal and industrial" 
assessments DWR has paid under piotest, together with inteiest from the time of payment 
6 Because Defendant's patently illegal and discilminatory actions were undeitaken in 
bad faith, award DWR attorneys' fees associated with this action 
7 Because DWR has been disci lminated against as a minority shareholder, and has made 
numerous efforts to settle this matter short of litigation, and for other equitable reasons require that 
should HCIC increase assessments to finance this suit, DWR will not ha\e to pay the increased 
assessment 
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8 Award DWR costs associated with this action 
9. Award such other relief as the Court deems just and appropriate under the 
circumstances 
DATED this 13th day of August, 1999 
JAN GRAHAM, No 1231 
UTAH ATTORNFy^ENERAL 
/ 4 ^ 
MICHAEL M/QUEALY, No 2667 
NORMANVjOHNSON, No 3816 
MARTIN^B BUSHMAN, No 5594 
Assistant Attorneys General 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF STATE OF UTAH 
1594 West North Temple, #300 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84116 
Plaintiffs address 
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources 
1594 West North Temple, #2110 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84116 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 13lh day of August, 1999, true and correct copies of the foregoing 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT, MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED 
COMPLAINT, and PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO FILE FIRST 
AMENDED COMPLAINT were served by mailing the same, first-class postage prepaid, addressed 
as follows: 
J. Craig Smith 
NIELSEN AND SENIOR 
60 E So Temple #1100 
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Robert L Morgan 
State Engineer 
State ot Utah 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS 
1594 West North Temple, Suite 220 
PO Box 146300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6300 
801-538-7240 
801-538-7467 (Fax) December 9, 1998 
Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company 
Attn: Duane Kay Jensen, President 
P.O. Box 327 
Huntington, Utah 84528 
Re: Water Rights - Desert Lake Waterfowl Management Area 
Dear Mr. Jensen: 
It has come to my attention by Mr. Norman Johnson ot the Attorney General's Office that there is 
some question concerning the beneficial use of water at the Desert Lake Waterfowl Management 
Area, which is managed by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources. 
Much of the acreage that is within this management area was previously irrigated as traditional 
farm property. In the late 50's or early 60fs, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service purchased this area, 
which included two water rights on Shoemaker Wash, and shares in the Irrigation Company. 
Subsequent to that purchase, seven dikes have been built to impound water for the beneficial use 
of propagating wildlife, and irrigating a majority of the acreage for the production of emergent 
plants and other food sources for the benefit of waterfowl and upland game. Much of the land is 
still being used to raise traditional irrigated crops. This type of beneficial use is much the same as 
recognized in other areas of the state, particularly along the Bear River and adjacent to the Great 
Salt Lake for other federal and private duck and gun clubs, and waterfowl management areas. 
It is my understanding that additional shares of water have been purchased in the past by funds 
made available by the Bureau of Reclamation to mitigate some of the impacts of the Emery 
County Project. This was done to enhance the Desert Lake Waterfowl Management Area. 
In reviewing the water rights of the Company, it appears that acreage in and around some of the 
impoundments has been claimed as irrigated acreage, as well as all of the traditionally irrigated 
land that is being cultivated. This use will continue to be recognized as a beneficial use of the 
Company's water rights. 
The private water rights on Shoemaker Wash that were acquired by this acquisition have priorities 
junior to the Irrigation Company. The Division's high water right is also junior to the Company's. 
Therefore, in times of shortage they rely very heavily on the shares in the Company in the 
management of this property. 
RECEIVED 
DEC 1 0 1998 
Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company 
December 9, 1998 
Page 2 
I am also being told by Mr. Johnson that the Company considers the use of some of the water at 
Desert Lake as industrial, which is very puzzling to me. The current beneficial use they are 
making of the water is recognized by this office as an irrigation practice, and not an industrial use 
of the water. As I stated earlier there are many water rights on record that recognize this type of 
use as a beneficial use of water in areas similar to Desert Lake. 
I am willing to lend support from this Division in helping to resolve any outstanding issues 
between the Company and Wildlife Resources, Please feel free to call on me or my staff. 
Sincerely, 
Robert L. Morgan, PE 
State Engineer 
pc: Norman Johnson - Assistant Attorney General ~" 
Mark Page - Price Regional Office 
RLM/gm 
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TIU.s .icniKttFOT, nado and entered Into this J? 7^-4 day of 
.,_ (L>J&£^i^si^ * A«D*, 1^?/ # between tho Huntington Canal and 
ttooorvoir Aaoociation, of tho one part, and the Cleveland Canal and 
Agricultural Company, of tho other part, oaoh boing a corporation 
organised and ©slating under and by virtue of tho lo#o of tho atate. 
of Utah, and 
ffttCREASt It has been proposed that tho said corporations 
should bo anuxl^onatod and consolidated undor tho provisiono of tho 
lfitJo of the citato of Utah, and upon tho following articles of in** 
corporation and consolidation, and 
witERKAA, tho stockholders of each of said corporations* 
racpootlvolyt liavo duly passed resolutions, a majority of tho a?.iount 
of tho outstanding otook of oaoh of said corporationo having voted 
In favor thereof at a opooial Booting ©allod for tho purpose of 
passing upon tho proponed oonoolldatlon hereby perfected, and notlco 
having boon duly Given of tho tixoo, place and oubjeot of imch moot-
ing, said notice having boon published for aoro than thirty daya 
prior to oald opeclal stockholders mooting. In a newspaper having 
general circulation within the.County of J&iory, state of * J tab, to 
witi tho %ory County f*ro&reoa, where each of oald corporationo has 
Ito principal and only plaoo. of business* oald rosolutlono providing 
for the oald nralganatlon and oonoolldatlon of sold corporation, and 
authorising and directing tho execution of o certificate of ooneol-
idntion under tho corporate seals of each of said corporations* 
signed by tho Proaldont and iiooretary of each, thoreof, and for tho 
filing of caia cortlfloate of consolidation, ao provided by latf, 
and for compliance with all of the requirement a of tho laws of the 
:3toto of Utah pertaining to the oonoolldatlon and merger of corpor-
ations, 
IT I.; THrJIEPttlB *GR2BDt by, betuoon and on behalf of oald 
corporationo, roopootivoly, that tho aald cotapanioaf thoHuntington 
Company, and the Cleveland Company, ahall ba united, amlftonatod 
and consolidated ao one company,, under thu provlaiouo of the atat-
utea of the t»tnto of ,'tah, and tliat the following Articles of In-
corporation bo and thoy are hereby adoptod and agreed upon aa the 
artioloa of incorporation of tho Hunting ton-Cleveland Irrigation 
Co&pany: 
Tho nano of thia conaolldatod corporation snail bo the 
HnntinGtoa-Clevoland Irrigation Company. 
Thi© corporation la organised lnt and lta principal place 
of buainoao ©hall bo Huntington Cityt flaery County, atate of Utah* 
Thia corporation i4iall oxiot for a poriod of nlnoty-nlna 
yoara froaa date ho roof » 
Afltt<W» J U 
Tho object and purauit of thia corporation aholl bo to 
construct, laonngo, control and regulate tho oanala and dltchco here-
inafter described taken from Huntington River, and to oonatruot, 
build, purchaae, leaaa# manage and control con&la* ditehea, damn, 
fluaea and rooorvolro upon Huntington tfivor, ita tributarloo or oloo~ 
vrhoraj for tho purpoae of controlling, ro£Ulatin<»t otorina, impound-
ins aad reeorvoiring eaid water a or other water hereinafter to be 
acquired, and to thia ond the Coapany may constructf build, pur-
chaae, leaeo, own, acquire, manage or control dama, dltohoo, eanala, 
hoad^toa, flumoe, pipe linoo, reaervoira, reservoir aitoa, rights 
of wiy ond proporty of (xny and every kind nooeaaary to enable tho 
Company to o«n, acquire, uaet occupy or enjoy t/ater and water righto, 
and any and every noano nece&aory to control, re&ulato and dlotri-
bute vmtcr for irrigation, culinary* donoatic and other purpoaeai 
aloo to own, purohaeo, loaae, locate or acquire i/ator and water 
rights and all kinds of property to enablo the company to oupply 
water to ite otookholderc. 
~3~ 
That the capital stock of thlu corporation ohall be Ono 
Hundred Fifty Thousand (150,000) Sharoaf of Urn par value of One 
Dollar (£1*00) prsr sltare* of which Hinoty-Threo Thouoand Two Hundrod 
Tironty^ Fivo (&3t8£i>) chares ohall bo issued and dalivoxsad to tho 
stockholders of tho Huntington Canal and itosorvoir Association, 
upon tho surrender and cancellation, of tho outstanding certificates 
of capital etook of tho Huntington Canal and ttoservoir Association, 
ono share of tho stock of tho Huntineton-^lovoland Irrigation Com-
pany to bo Issued for ono oiiero of tho Huntington Canal and Hocer~ 
vol 1 Association stackt Fifty-Four Thousand aix Hundrod tievonty-
Five (64#6?5) sharea of tho capital stock of tho Huntin^ton^Clovo-
land Irrigation Conpony to bo issued and delivered to tho stock-
holders of tho Cleveland Canal and Agricultural Company upon tho 
eurrender and cancellation of tho outstanding cortifioateo of capi-
tal etook of tho Cleveland Canal and Agricultural Coropanyf 1»5£5 
sharos of tho Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company to ho de-
livered, for each share of tho stock of tho Clovoland Irrigation and 
Agricultural Company 120 surrendered and cancelled} provided, how* 
over* that for tho six Thousand Hovan Hundrod Movent y~Fivo (0f770) 
shares of iho oapital etook of the Huntington Canal and neservoir 
Association standing in tho naao of the Clovoland Canal and Agri-
cultural Cceapany, there shall \m m stock issued in this Huntington-
Cleveland Irrigation Ooopony* i^old certificates ovidonoln£ said 6f775 
chores are horeby and by thooo presents cancelled, tho eoiao having 
bean surrendered by tho Clovoland Canal and Agricultural Cotapany to 
tho Huntington Canal and Reservoir Association simultanoouely with 
tho execution uf these presonts for cancellation* Twenty One Hundred 
shares (£,100) of tho capital stock of the Huntlngtoii~Clovaland ir-
rigation Cowpany shall be Issued to tho owners of 1»68£ of the total 
primary rights of tho flow of the Huntington River, tho sane being 
Ono Hundred Fifty (1130) second foot of prinary tratort the same boing 
included in the adjudication of tho Huntington flivor end decroed to 
tihat is known as the Uelladdon Ditch Cotspanyf to be delivered to tho 
otfUfiro thoroof upon tho oonvayaMo of oald rator rights by naid oxm-
cro to tho muitlnGtan-Clcvcaand Irrigation Conpany. 
The offioora of tho corporation uhall consist of a Board 
of Dlrootoro of aovonteon (17) mcaboro until the first annual moot-
ingj thorooftor said Hoard shall consist of nine (9) dirootore* 
a Proaidont* a Vice President and a secretary and Troaouror» Tho 
Proeideat and Vice President ohall be olooted by and froaa the Board 
of Directors* Tho Board of Dlrootoro shall appoint tho secretary 
and Treasurer* The Board shall have tho power to create such othor 
offices and provide tho raethod of filling them as they may doera pro~ 
per for the carrying on of tlio business of tho company* The Dlreo*» 
tors ohall servo for a period of two years eaoht except that at the 
olootion held in 1032, there shall bo elected fron the stockholders 
located on tho Huntington Ganalt too directors for two years* and ono 
director for one yeart from the stockholders living under the North 
Ditch* thero nhall be elected two directors for one yoar and one 
director for ttro yearn; and froa the stockholders living under the 
Cleveland Canalt thoro ahull bo elected two directors for two yearo 
and ono dirootor for ono year; that thereafter tho dirootore ohall 
be elected for a term of two years* That thero ohall at all tineo 
be three dirootore selected, from the stockholders living under tho 
Huntington Canal* throe froa the stockholders living under the North 
Ditch, and thro© froia the stockholders living under tho Cleveland 
Canalj provided* turnover* that if at any time the north Ditch shall 
doliver imtor to less than 36*000 chares of otook* or the Cleveland 
Canal cshall doliver water to iaore thai* 00*000 aharee, then and there-
of torf and ©o long as said condition shall oxiat* the Cleveland 
Canal ohall eleot four directors* and the north Ditch twoj and pro-
vided further that in tho event the Cleveland Canal shall deliver 
water to 60,000 shares* the Cleveland Canal shall nominate and eleot 
five dirootore* and one director shall be taken from the canal or 
ditch having transferred the majority of stock into the Cleveland 
Canali on end after the dato of this consolidations That the diroo-
tora olootad froa the Huntington Canal, tho Cleveland Canal and the 
North Ditch aha 11 bo olootoa by tho otockholdoro living undor and ro-
ooivin& thoir ;mtor through oaoh of said ditchao; that any otockJiold-
or not receiving v*itar under any of tho threa said ditches way vote 
with tho ctocklioldora residing undor either of aaid throo ditohoa. 
That at all istookholdere* jneetingo, oaoh stockholder ahall 
bo entitled to one vote for each aliaro of etock standing In hi o or 
her name upon the bcoica of tho company} that atookholdera or fllrwo 
tora of tho Huntington Canal* Berth Ditch and Cleveland Canal, may 
hold noetingn for tho transaction of bualnoea pertaining to their 
oald canal or ditch, provided in oo doing ttoy do not Interfere ilk 
the bualnosa or right a of tho corporation, or trith the rl&htu of the 
canalo or dltcheo in which thoy uro not intorostedj that at all eald 
stockholder* * acetlnge, each stockholder ohall bo entitled to one 
vote foar each chore of atook etanding In hie narao upon tho boofca of 
the corporation; that the uan^eeEaent and control of the BuiUiogton 
Canal, north Ditch and Cleveland Canal ohall be veated In the di-
roctoro elootod fror.i the stockholdero of oaid canal or ditch, sub* 
joct to ouch conoral ruloo and regulations an xsny bo prescribed by 
tho Board of Directors of this corporation* 
The ruinaiil meeting; of the corporation ohall be held on the 
second Saturday in February, 1932, betiuoen tho fours of ton o'clock 
A*U* awl ulx o*clock I'JU in Huntington, Utah, iad annually there 
after on the eecond ; Saturday In February* Thu oteekholdere of the 
oorporation redding under the Huntington Canal and tho North Ditch, 
reopeotively, ohall oaoh hold a atockholdoro* tsoetlnft on the it rat 
Saturday In February, 1932, between the Iioura of ton ofolook i. it* 
and alx ofolook l'*U* and annually theroaftor on the flrat Saturday 
In February* The (stockholders of the corporation redding under 
tho Cleveland Canal ahall hold a atookholdera1 Electing on the flrat 
Monday in February, 1932, between the hour© of ten o'clock A* M* nnd 
six o'clock Pi . and annually thereafter on the flrat Monday in 
~G~ 
February. Tho mootinaa of tho otookholdora of tho corporation re~ 
elding under tho Cleveland Caual eliaU bo hold at Cleveland, '</tah, 
and tho meetings of the atockholdere residing imdor tho Huntington 
Canal and tho north bitch at Huntington, Utah* Special stockhold-
er f meetings of thin corporation and of tho Huntington Canal, North 
Ditch and Cleveland Canalt nay bo callod at any timo by two-thirds 
of tho director a, ton day a notice thoroof to bo given to each ntook-
holder by mall, oaid notice to bo given by the Secretary of tho Cor-
poration* 
Any director or other officer except secretary and Treas-
urer may re elan by filing a written roeiG&ation with tho Secretary» 
and if the Secretary and Treaauror resign, hi a realgnation t?iU bo 
filed tilth the President of tho Corporation. 
Any director x&ay be removed froa of flee for cause by a 
ranjority vote of the otookholdera of tho oanal or ditch by which 
he waa elected. 
Tlio following named officera ehall aarve until tho firet 
annual otoakholdero1 woeting: 
John w. i^ranher. President and Director* 
«T. n. Cowley, Vice President and Director* 
Edward G. Geary, Secretary and Treasurer* 
Grace *. stokee, Aeeietant secretary & 'Treasurer. 
Gillian \m Cook, Director 
K* B. Davio, 
V9 U# Braohor. " 
William Arnold, Jr. 
A . a. Chideeter, * 
Um 3. niaofc. 
J. B. Ghrisfceneon, " 
K. *U Oywon* w 
15. ?i. GyaDtt, " 
H. P. Drockbauk, * 
Ira Marshall, " 
Henry Men, " 
J* II. Otterotram, * 
S. \U Alger, n 
C. Km Johaneen, " 
Tliat a majority of the Board of Dirootora ohall be nooea-
eary to constitute a quorun, and la authorised to transact the bun-
inoea and exerelee the corporate powore of tho corporation. 
~?~ 
That tho privuto property of tha stockholders of thin cor-
poration shall not bo liable for its obligations* 
Tho Hoard of Directors shall fill all vaounoloe oocurring 
lis dm I»«r(1„ 
Tho Board of Directors oliall adopt such by-laws for tho 
governing of tho corporation and tho regulation of its affairs an 
may bo noooflnaryj providod9 however, that no fcy~lawe ohall bo ~ 
ing upon tho corporation without first having boon ratified by ci 
majority vote of tho stockholders present at any regular mooting 
of tho etookholdorc. or fit a special meeting of tho stockholders 
apooially called therefor, and tho Dirootora an! stockholders of 
each of tho aald conala and ditch may adopt ouch by-lane or ruloo 
in like monnor as they desire for tho regulation of said oanala 
and ditch; provided, hotrciver, that oaid by-laws shall not oonfliot 
with thoso Articlos of Consolidation or with tho by-laws of tho 
Corporation* 
TJio fully paid capital stock of this corporation is hereby 
tiade assoss&blo* All assessments levied for the purpose of riaintain-
lng the Huntington Canal, tho Cleveland Canal and the North Ditch 
filial I lm levied by tho Dirootora upon the stockholders resolving water 
through aald eonala or ditch* All other oxponooo of tho corporation 
shall be paid by levying assessments upon all of tho outstanding 
capital stock of tho corporation* The directors shall have power 
to levy assessments to tho ooount of Twelve per cont por shore per 
year whenever It lo necessary to do ao In order to pay the obliga-
tions of tho corporation. The Board of Directors shall aim 
tho power to levy an additional assessment of T w per cont \nw itfwiro 
por yoar for reservoir construction* 
/mm mi*. 
The canals ' ditches now belonging to this consolidated 
corporation are named and described as followsi 
-a-
Wo# i# Known no the ^oith Ditch* taken out of Hunting-
ton /liver iml uood for Irrigating a strip of land in the 
South Seat quarter of aaotion C* on the south eida of Hunt-
ington Hiver in Totmuhip 17 S# it, 0 E# 3, I* M* 
No* ;}• Kncran as tho Cunha Ditch* tukou out and unod 
on tho oouth atdo of Huntington. River* on tho Zforth £aot 
quarter of iiootlon 0t Totmehlp 17 IU ru Q x« StUf# 
No* £• Knotm QO tho Brookbank Ditch* taken out and 
used on tho north oido of Huntington Hivor* on tho North 
oaot quarter of Dootlon 0 and tho north half of faction 
9 Township 17 3. Ju 0 IU S«Utf« 
No, 4+ Known an tho Joneen Ditch* taken out and uaed 
on the oouth oido of Huntington Hivor* on tho oouth half 
of Section 9* Toimshlp 17* A« O E# **• L. M« 
Ho# 0# Knotm no tho Cleveland Canal* taken out on the 
north aide of Huntington River In tho North V7oat quarter 
of the southeast quarter of Section Nino (0) In To^nnhip 
Tieventoon (17) G. fu 8 s* o « W M Thonoo running In on 
oaoterly direction for about eleven Alloa to a point at 
or near tho nlddlo of section Mine (0) In Totmehlp seven-
toon (17) n* 0 E* S#L«IU Thore said canal forke* one 
branch runs In a northaacterly dirootion to tho Ka^le 
Gap a dlatanoo of about eeven alios and at a point dlo~ 
tant frota tho end of the Worth Branch about ono alio* 
and eeventy two rode and at a point northeasterly from 
the Kortheaat corner of Section elevon (11) Totmnhip 
Seventeen (17) S« R* 0 E. 8»L«tt| The said north Fork: 
to again fork and continue in a northerly dirootion for 
about tvo ftllea and twenty five rode to a point 100 
yards before aald canal Intereeete the Nleleon ^ah* 
aald point la about el rede Rortheaeterly free* the 
Oouth woat comer of tho south West quarter of the South 
Eaat quart or of section 25, Township sixteen (10) 3* 
ft* 0 E. s«L,u»i Thence In a northerly direction for a 
distance of about two and three fourth© railoa to a 
point where it lnteraoota tho Weahboord Wash* 
Tho Oouth Branch leavee the raaln canal at or near the 
sULddlo of section Eine (0) In Twp# 17* s« IU 9 X, OtUU. 
and rune In a eouthoaatorly direction to Petor Pherconffl 
gate a distance of about eight mlloa and tho oaid South 
Branch to a#ain fork at a oolnt known as Ed* Jonaen &ate 
about 124 roda from tho Peter Phereon gate and about 100 
rode from the Oouth Weet oorner of Section 20 Twp* 17 3. 
IU 0 E» 8«L»IU and contlnuee southeasterly one and ono 
half nilos to a point known aa Shooraaker Waeh. And the 
Center Branch from pottbr'e Cut to Dooinio'a Cellar a 
dletunoo of about four railee* 
Ho* 6« Known ao the Huntington Cnned* taken out on tho 
south cide of Huntington MVer* at or noer the center of 
the north fkot quarter of mention 15* Townahlp 17 :>• R« 0 
K« a« LM*$ and running In a eoutheaeterly direction 
ooaroely parallel with Huntington IUvor along the foot 
hillo for a dlatnnee of about two and one half mlleet 
thonoo In a noutliorty dirootion through sootlona 14* 23* 
aef 36* thence southeasterly for a dlatanoo of about two 
nilea to the state Hood* 
Aleo Totm Ditch ishioh leavee the ortd Huntington Canal 
at *hat io knotun ao the Hain Divider at the Chrloo Johnoon 
farm near North East corner of Section C3* Twp* 17 3. 
IU O E* S»L*M» and rune eaet to the north tfoat corner of 
Huntington City thonoe oouth one railo to the South Tleot 
corner of Huntington City. 
9~ 
Also Jxycror Field Ditch leavoo tho fcuid Huntington Canal 
at a xx>iiit noar tho Korth Bact ooxnior of lotion £0, Twp# 
17 'Jm :u 0 R* S#),«M» and runn eaot about 15 roda thonoo 
south on tho lino between Sections 25 and i\6 to tho carnor 
of the Geary Faira# 
Aloo noriOG A# Ditoh (Lawrence Ditch) loavlns tho Lower 
Field ditch noar a»W. cor» of U«JUCox»© farra N § of 3oo« 
25, Tp* 17 iu n. 6 E* £•!,•«• (west of Huntington City) 
running thenoe oast on tho south old© of tho M# JU Cox 
fam for ono half mile; thonoo east ono fourth mil© on 
4 th ao» fit* of Huntington Tomiolto Survey; thonoo flouth-
eaot ono fourth folio through Martin Black1 a fara to the 
fttate Road; thonoo sent about one half mile; thonoo south** 
easterly for approximately two miloa into Town of Lav-
ronco. 
Also Series fl Ditoh leaving the eald Huntington Canal 
at its tomlnuo at tho atato Hood and running In a oouth-
oaeterly dirootlon for a distance of approximately two and 
one half olios to the D* 0« Itorgan hoadgato. 
No* 7« Known as tho North Ditoh, takem out of the 
north aide of the Huntington Hiver noar the weet oonter 
of ttootlon 14, Township 17 s« fU 8 £• S#L«H« and running 
in an eaatorly direction through Sections 14# 13, 12, 
7, and 0 in Townships 0 £• and 0 £• a#L#lf* to top of 
Cleveland IUdfto. Also North Ditch Extension which leavoo 
the North Ditoh at the North Ditch torainue on the Cleve-
land nidge in aeotlon 6, T»p» 17 o# ru 0 £# 8#LJWU run-
ning thence southeasterly for a dlatanoe of approximately 
five ciiles to headgate located on the east side of the 
J. H# Cordon fam* 
The offiooro and directors of thio corporation nhall ho 
selected fraa among the stockholders* and to qualify as an officer 
or director, a poroon must have, standing In hie own nana upon the 
books of tho corporation, not loss than fifty shares of tho capital 
stock thoroof« 
It is underotood and agreed that wixat io known as the 
RatTloan Croak nooorvolr site* together with tho ijaprovemonts thereon, 
now owned by tho Cleveland Canal & Agricultural Company, ctfmll bo 
retained by tho stockholders of the Cleveland Canal & Agricultural 
Company, and shall not pass into the Huntington-Cloveland Irrigation 
Company as an asset thereof, by virtue of this consolidation* It 
io further understood and agreed that Immediately after thio con* 
solidation, the Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company will purohaso 
frota the stockholders of tho Cleveland Canal & Agricultural Coapany 
the said Batrlson Creek Reservoir site, together with all the improve-
nento thereon, at a price to be fixed by the Board of Directors of 
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the Hunting ton-Cleveland Irrigation Company, *yiid price to bo fixed 
and aaid <vilq to ho oonawsnatod prior to tho f i rc t annual nesting 
of thio corporation* tho purclumo prioo thoroof to bo paid by tho 
levying of an aBaeoanent upon a l l of the capital ntoclc of tho Hunt-
ing ton-Clcvol&nd Irrigation Company* 
I t in underotood and agreed that what ia known QO the 
Brookbank noservoir oitefnoi3r owned by the Huntington Canal & nooor-
volr Aaeooiatlon, ehall bo retained by tho ctookholdoro of the Hunt-
ington Canal & Hooorvoir Aooociatian, and ohall not poea into the 
Iluntlngton-Clovoland Irrigation Company no an aaeet thereof* by v ir -
tue of th is consolidation* I t 1* further understood and agreed 
that iancdiately after thla consol idat ion the Huntii^ton-Glevoland 
Irrigation Company wi l l purohaee from the stockholders of the Hunt-
ington Canal & Kooorvolr Aeaoolatlan the ©aid Brockbank Reservoir 
a l to , at e prioo to be fixed by the Board of Direetere of the Hunt-
ington-Cleveland Irrigation Companyt aaid prioo to be fixed and aald 
oalo to be ooneunroated prior to the f l re t annual meeting of thio 
corporation, tho purchase price thoroof to be paid by levying of an 
aseos&aont upon a l l of the aapit?al atook of tho Huntingtan-Clevolund 
Irrigation Company. 
IK *XTKK33 «tfISR£QPf the oonotituent cocapanieo have cauood 
their respective corporate naaee to be hereto offixed by their re-
spective prooidente and aoorotarlea» and their respective corporate 
seal a to be hereunto affixed and attested by the ir respective eee-
rotariee thia^g^duy of {(2^J^ „ . A»l>«« J9S f « 
HURTMBTOM CAIUX •VH1) Il£3SnV0Ift AZ^ OCt YTIOH, 
^ Unni. (W 1&\SMAAJ, ., .,, • 
ATT ^ rfT: A ' ' ProoiSentT 
/7/7 Secretary* 
CLftVELANii CAKAL AKD .aORICJLTUfi*L COMPANY, 
By. 
ATTEST l 
« * <*"ft ™c 
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OTAT}: OF irr\i: ) 
COUNTY or rannr } 
Itaforo rao. V^K3 y ° - V\ ^^N-CXJLA). » a Kotary Public in 
and for said County in tho otato afortio&idt personally appcuirod 
.AdKrfV- V^V Bj^CX^V^jry
 a n a ^cJb^ ^h Tlft-xj^jy^ . thO i*ro a i -
dant and 3ooratary# respectively, of the Huntington Canal & Ftoeejv 
voir Association, wl*o are both persona known to no to bo tho can© 
porsona whose narieo are subscribed to the foregoing instrument, no 
such President and ueoretary, ronpootlvoly, und taho ore both persona 
knemn to no to bo the President and Secretary* respectively, of 
aaid corporation, and covorally acknowledged that they signed, 
sealed and delivered tho aaid Inetruraont, an fiUch President end 
secretary, respectively, of oaid corporation, and ao tho oot of 
aaid oorporation, and by authority oC resolution of tha stockholders 
of said corporation* 
; Koiary M i l e , ~ ~ ~ 
Residing & V S f ^ ^ ^ 
My Cooai salon " r ^ l w g f ^ ^ a ^ ^ H s ^ 
OTATE OF Iff AH ) 
) S3* 
COUKTY OF &IERY ) 
Before mo, V-^ACLX^CV- ;\ ^^-o^O » a Hdtary Public in 
and for aaid County in tho state aforesaid, personally appeared 
»-Mr and ^/VJQ^IELSL L^ . gJo^V^-A » tho Pros-
ident und Secretary, respectively, of tho Cleveland Canal and Agri-
cultural Coapany, who are both persona knotm to no to bo tho seme 
persons ttho&o uanoa are subscribed to the foregoing instru/uent, no 
such President und aocrotary, respectively, and who are both persons 
knotm to uio to bo the President and secretary, respectively, of 
said corporation, and severally acknowledged that thoy signed, 
cooled and delivered tho sold Instrument, ao suoh President and 
rioorotary, roapeetivoly, of oai4 corporation, and ae tho eot of 
said corporation, and by authority of resolution of tho stockholders 
of said corporation. 
Y 77 ^ f ^K^eJ? 
ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT TO THE 
e office of th« Li. c»v/s«. of ARTICLES OP INCORPORATION OF i ^ y t t f . n T m • 
*ft . of UUh, on th. j a W C b J W 8 B f f B £ T C 
L n / V - $ ..A.D.ieJiUi^iNCTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
AVID S MOMSO^  ~ r * y 
t. G<»v/S*c cf f i i u 
M r' snecial meeting of the stockholders of Hun ting ton-
Clevel iJ Irrigation Company, held at Huntington City, Emery County, 
State OL Micih, on February 12, 1977, after notice as provided by 
law, ih following Amendments to the Articles of Incorps^aSi 
Ar ^ r adopted by a majority in excess of 2/3 of the stock p£4$ent v w v 
represented at the meeting: IC3 tf? * 
ARTICLE IV \a Qt ^ ^ '* 
v\v -^ ^« 
That this corporation is a mutual irrigation 'oipji^ any liw\^/ 
which more than eighty-five (85) percent of the income shair*fcofiVist of amounts collected from member stockholders for the sole purpose 
of meeting losses and expenses; that the objects, business pursuits 
of said corporation are and shall continue to be to buy, lease, 
appropriate, obtain or in any manner acquire water for irrigation, 
stockwatering, household, municipal and industrial purposes; and for 
carrying out these purposes, this corporation shall have the following 
powers. 
To acquire by purchase or otherwise, appropriation, sub-
scription, donation, exchange or condemnation, land or interests in 
land, water, water rights, and other property, both real and personal, 
of every kind and nature necessary, useful, or incidental to the 
object, pursuit, and business of the corporation. This power shall 
include the power to divert and store any and all surplus water which 
may from time to time be available. 
To distribute water to stockholders. 
To operate, maintain, construct, reconstruct dams, reser-
voirs, canals, pumping plants and other works, and to own, utilize 
and improve lands, easements, water systems, buildings or interests 
therein 
To borrow money, incur indebtedness, mortgage or pledge 
the assets of the corporation as security therefor, issue bonds 
and to contract with water conservancy districts, water conservancy 
subdistricts, irrigation districts, individuals, partnerships, 
corpora ti.<:\\^ , the United States or other parties for construction of 
irru;,ai..i •.•:•; 'v.-vks and for all other purposes. 
To ;--ell any or all of the assets of the corporation not 
needed i'--i the business conducted by said corporation, and to acquire, 
own, sci.'i or otherwise dispose of or exchange its own stock or stock 
of other co rporat ions . 
To do any and all things whether herein mentioned or not, 
necessary or incidental to the carrying out of the purposes herein 
set forth. 
ARTICLE V 
A. The issuance of 157,000 shares of Class A stock of no 
par value is authorized to represent primary water on a proportionate 
basis, to which this corporation is entitled, which water shall 
include all direct flow and storage water, excepting only Emery 
County Project water. The issuance of 16,687 shares of Class B stock 
of no par value, is authorized for a cash consideration to be 
determined by the Board of Directors and each share shall represent 
a right to use 1/28,100 part of Emery County Project water as defined 
in the applicable contracts for the use of project water. 
B. All Class A stock certificates which presently represent 
the right to use water for irrigation domestic and stockwatering 
purposes shall be unstamped. Class A stock certificates which presently 
represent the right to use water for municipal or industrial purposes 
shall be stamped "municipal" or "industrial" as the case may be. 
C. The Board of Directors of this corporation shall have 
authority to receive and: act within a reasonable time upon written 
requests seeking changes and also exchanges of purpose of use of 
Class A stock and changes in the point of diversion, place and nature 
of use of water and exchanges of water represented by Class A stock 
in this corporation. Such requests shall be made by stockholders on 
a form furnished by the corporation. Before approving any requests, 
the Board shall in each instance consider all relevant facts and 
circumstances and shall impose any and all reasonable conditions 
necessary to protect this corporation and its stockholders including 
as a specific condition in each individual case that the stockholder 
seeking tlie change must stand losses caused or to be caused by the 
change throi/n evaporation, percolation and other shrinkage, which 
losses or
 tnticipated losses shall be reasonably determined by the 
Board aiiu .^KJII be charged against the water sought to be changed. 
Upon approval of any change or exchange to or from municipal or 
indusliijl use the Secretary shall stamp on the certificate or 
certificates involved appropriate words to indicate such change or 
exchange. No stock shall be transferred for transmountain diversion. 
D. No new stock, in addition to that heretofore issued, shall 
be issued without the conveyance to this corporation of a new water 
right or water rights which will provide water for each share equal 
to the quantity of water represented by the stock heretofore issued. 
ARTICLE XVI 
A. The assessment of both classes of stock of this corporation 
shall be equitable, as determined by the Board of Directors, but need 
not be equal. In making such assessments, the Board of Directors shall 
take into consideration the purpose of use of the water, and the con-
structing, operating and maintaining the water facilities involved 
in making delivery of water. Class A stock and Class B stock shall be 
assessed for general corporate purposes, including but not limited to 
expenses of administration of the company water systems and of con-
structing, reconstructing and operating and maintaining facilities 
used by both classes of stock. Only Class A stock shall be assessed 
to pay for the costs and expenses of constructing, reconstructing, 
operating and maintaining facilities for the use and benefit only 
of owners of Class A stock. Only Class B stock shall be assessed to 
pay the Company's share of construction charges, operation and 
maintenance charges, and other charges for Emery County Project Water. 
B. Assessments for the purpose of operating and maintaining 
the North Ditch, Cleveland Canal and Huntington Canal shall be levied 
against the stock using each such ditch or canal in addition to 
assessments for general corporation purposes. 
C. Except as limited and defined above, the capital stock of 
this corporation shall be assessable in such amounts and at such 
times, and in such manner and for such purpose as the Board of Directors 
shall from time to time determine; provided however, that in no event 
shall assessments of stock for construction, repair or maintenance 
of a specific canal or ditch or other facility exceed in the aggregate 
the coses directly incurred by the company for such construction, 
r e p a i r or in a i n t e n a n c e . 
The number of shares of stock of this corporation present 
or represented at the meeting by holders of valid proxies was /Jl£ CCbn . 
shares, all of which were entitled to vote; that the amended articles 
set out above were voted on separately by secret ballot; that the 
number of shares voted in favor of the amendment to Article IV was 
/2.J C-LQ. and the number of shares voted against the amendment to 
Article IV was J2 </oQ ; that the number of shares voted in favor 
of the amendment to Article V was jfy £71 and the number of shares 
ted against the amendment to Article V was 3&*/^£. \ that the number vo 
of shares voted in favor of the amendment to Article XVI was 
7^ 
and the number of shares voted against the amendment to Article 
XVI was 3 Cy (//£ . 
That there are two classes of stock issued and outstanding, 
Class A and Class B and that each share of each class of stock is 
entitled to one vote. 
Dated this ^ / — day of February, 1977. 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
STATE 
COUNT-
c e r i :; 
a p p e n 
) S S . ; 
"~^X7 
M/CA ^XTf <&'/*.,* yitM-r a n o t a r y p u b l i c , do hereby 
t h e / / da>r ', 1977, personally 
before me, Milton . McElprang and Ronald Gibb, who being 
by me first duly sworn, declared that they are the President and 
Secretary, respectively, of Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company, 
that they signed the foregoing document as such officers of the 
corporation and that the statements therein contained are true. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set ray hand and seal 
t h i s
 // day of IwrWtUi/,- 1977. 
My Commission Expires: 




CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT 
OF 
HUNTI^R3T0NHZLEVEIJ^ IRRIGATION COMPANY 
The Department of Business Regulation. Division of Corporations and Commercial Code, pursuant 
to the Utah Non-Prof x t Corporation Act. 
hereby issues a Certificate of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of 
HUOTINGK3N-CLEWELAND. IRRIGATION COMPANY 




Director, Division of Corporations and 
Commercial Code 
day of 
A D 19 8 7 
d V L1TIZZETTE 
3 0 SOUTH MAIN 
•'• " -V " - • - • " • - ^ °'' ^ ' . r ' 0 ' " 1 : ; ! HELPER. U T A H 8 4 5 2 6 
• K • -» -. > .<-"._ ,.fCi>-H ion v ^ j ^ 
.ie Docu.r.S'v: cAa.-v.rer M ? - S \^cT J J L -
iic S 1 ^ — AMENDED ARTICLES OE IICCCRPCAATIC:, CE 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
Pursuant: to the provisions of the Utah Non-Profit Corporation 
Act, the undersigned corporation adopts the Amended Articles of 
Incorporation attached hereto as its Articles of Incorporation. 
(1) The- name of the corporation is HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND 
IRRIGATION COMPANY. 
(2) The Amended Articles of Incorporation adopted are attached 
hereto and made a part hereof. 
(3) On. June 26, 1987, said Amended. Articles of Incor-
poration were adopted at a special meeting of the stockholders 
having voting-rights with -a"* quorum present, ;and-that- satbd Amended 
Articles of Incorporation received at least two-thirds of /the 
votes which stockholders present at such meeting or represented 
by proxy were entitled to vote. 
(4) That a written or printed notice with a copy of the 
Amended Articles of Incorporation attached, was given to each 
stockholder entitled to vote at said meeting by mail, postage 
prepaid, more than 10 days before the date of said meeting addressed 
to all stockholders as their addresses appear on the records of 
the corporation. 
Dated this 26th day of June, 1987. 
HUNTINGJON-^LEVj&CAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
By: 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
§ 
COUNTY OF EMERY ) 
I, S. V. Litizzette, a notary public, do hereby certify that 
on this 26th day of June, 1987, personally appeared before me.S. 
Hal Guymon, who, being by me .first duly, sworn, declared that he 
is the president* of Hiintington-Cleveland Irrigation Company, that 
he signed the foregoing document as President of the corpora-
tion, and that the statements therein contained are true. 
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my .hand and seal 
this 26th day of June, 1987. 
Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: Residing at: Helper, Utah 
12/13/89 
AMENDED 
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
OF 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
ARTICLE* I 
NAME 




The period of its duration *shaLL be perpetual: 
ARTICLE III 
OBJECTS & PURPOSES 
A. This corporation is a non-profit mutual irrigation company 
and the objects and business pursuits of said corporation are and 
shall continue to "be to buy, lease, appropriate, obtain or in any 
manner acquire and distribute water for irrigation, stockwatering, 
household, municipal and industrial purposes; and for carrying 
out these purposes, this corporation shall have the following 
powers: 
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To acquire by purchase or otherwise, appropriation, subscrip-
tion, donation, exchange or condemnation, land or interests in 
land, water, water rights, and other property, both real and 
personal, of every kind and nature necessary, useful or incidental 
to the object/ pursuit/ and. business of .the corporation.. This 
power shall include the power'to divert and store any ;;&nd all 
surplus water which may from time to time be available. 
To distribute water to stockholders. 
To own, operate, maintain, construct/ reconstruct dams, reser-
voirs, canals, ditches, power plants, pumping plants and other 
works, and- to own, utili-ze ' and.- improve lands, easements, -Water 
systems,- buildings or interests * therein. 
To borrow money, incur indebtedness, mortgage or pledge the 
assets of the corporation as security therefor, issue bonds and 
to contract with water conservancy districts, water conservancy 
subdistricts, irrigation districts, individuals, partnerships, cor-
porations, the United States, the State of Utah, or other parties 
for construction of irrigation works and for all other purposes. 
To sell any or all of the assets of the corporation not 
needed for the business conducted by said corporation, and to 
acquire, own, sell or otherwise dispose of or exchange its own 
- 2 -
stock or stock of other corporations. 
To do any and all things whether herein mentioned or not, 
necessary or incidental to the carrying out of the purposes herein 
set forth. 
B. The "canals and ditches owned, operated and maintained by 
the corporation are: (1) The Huntington Canal; :(2) Ths North 
Ditch; and (3) The Cleveland Canal. 
ARTICLE IV 
STOCK 
A. All members of the corporation shall be stockholders of 
the* corporation and* the 'stock of/the- corpora tidTT'-sh'a 11* be'divid'ed 
into 2 classes of stock as follows: 
1. 157,000 shares of Class A stock of no p£r value each 
share to represent primary water on a proportionate basis, to 
which the corporation is entitled, which water shall include all 
direct flow and storage water, excepting only Emery County Project 
water. 
2. 16,687 shares of Class B stock of no par value each 
share to represent a right to use 1/28,100 part of Emery County 
Project water as defined in the applicable contracts for the use 
of project water. 
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B. The Board of Directors of this corporation snail have 
authority to receive and act upon written applications from stock-
holders for permanent changes in the point of diversion, place 
and nature of use of water represented by Class A or Class B 
stock in this corporation and used, in .company's water facilities. 
Before approving any applications, the Board shall in each instance 
consider all relevant facts and circumstances and shall impose 
any and all reasonable conditions necessary to protect this cor-
poration and its stockholders including but limited to a specific 
condition in each individual case that the stockholder seeking 
the change-.THUSt* stand, all* losses and expenses- caused, or* .to be 
caused by -the change -.through • evaporation, percolation-and .other-
shrinkage, which losses or anticipated losses shall be reasonably 
determined by the Board and shall be charged against the water 
sought to be changed. 
C. (1) Upon written request of a stockholder and subject 
to the written approval of the Board of Directors, Class A stock 
of the corporation may be transferred from an existing canal or 
ditch owned, operated and maintained by the corporation to another 
existing canal or ditch owned, operated and maintained by the 
corporation. 
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(2) Each share of stock transferred hereafter snail have 
written thereon the name of the existing delivering canal or 
ditch company and a corresponding entry shall be made on the 
corporation stock books- Such designation shall be perpetuated 
on any and all subsequent transfers of such-stocks 




A. The Board of Directors of this corporation shall consist 
of .nine • (9)- ".members.--• .The President and Vice President-of-the 
•corporation shall be -elected by and from the members-of the Board' 
of Directors. The Board of Directors shall appoint the Secretary 
and Treasurer. One person may be both Secretary and Treasurer as 
•the Board of Directors may determine. All Directors shall serve 
for a period of two years each. 
B. All nine (9) directors must be residents of Emery County, 
own at least 50 shares of the Class A stock of the corporation 
and must be a stockholder using and having water distributed to 
such stockholder for irrigation use as shown on the books and 
records of the corporation. They shall be elected as follows: 
- 5 -
1. Three directors of the corporation shall be electee oy 
the stockholders using and having water distributed to them for 
irrigation use in the Huntington Canal as shown on the books and 
records of the corporation. 
2. .Two directors of..the corporation, shall be elected by the 
stockholders using and having water distributed to them for irri-
gation use in the- North Ditch as shown on the books and -records 
of the corporation. 
3. Four directors of the corporation shall be elected by 
the stockholders using and having water distributed to them for 
irrigation., use-in the Cleveland'Canal as s-h.own -on • "the-.-books-and 
records.of the corporation. 
4. All other stockholders.using and having water- distributed 
to them for irrigation use as shown by the books and records of 
the corporation not entitled to vote in the Huntington Canalf the 
North Ditch and the Cleveland Canal shall vote in the North 
Ditch: 
5. Stockholders using and having water distributed to them 
for municipal or industrial purposes shall not be entitled to 
vote in the Huntington Canal/ the North Ditch and the Cleveland 
Canal but shall be entitled to vote in the Annual Meeting of the 
- 6 -
Corporation. 
6. (a) At the annual meeting of the corporation all 
directors elected from Huntington Canal, the North Ditch and the 
Cleveland Canal shall be approved by majority vote of all stock-
holders using and having water- distributed to.them fpr irrigation 
purposes and also by majority vote of the stockholders us;jyig and 
having water distributed to them for municipal and industrial 
purposes. 
(b) If any director is not approved as set forth above the 
office of such director not approved as aforesaid shall be declared 
vacant .and such- vacancy, .shall be- filled -upon .Xhe -nomination -.and-
consent of the remaining director(s) .representing the - canal or 
ditch from which the vacancy occurred and with the consent of a 
majority of the Board of Directors. 
C. (1) The President, the vice-president and any director 
may resign by filing a written resignation with the Secretary-
The Secretary and Treasurer may resign by filing a written resig-
nation with the President of the corporation. 
(2) Any director may be removed from office for cause by a 
majority vote of the stockholders of the representative canal or 
ditch who elected the Director. 
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(3) A majority of the Board of Directors shall be necessary 
to constitute a quorum to transact business and exercise the 
corporate powers of the corporation. 
(4) Vacancies by death or resignation of a director in the 
Board- of Directors shall be filled by nomination -and consent-of 
the director(s) representing the canal or ditch from which the 
vacancy occurred and with the consent of a majority of the Board 
of Directors. 
D. (1J Cumulative voting shall not be allowed under these 
Articles. No • stockholder can accumulate votes by giving one 
•candidate • for director cts many votes as-the nufnber of such:*di*rectors 
multiplied by the number'of; shares shal.-l equal nor by distributing* 
such votes on the" same principle among any number of such candidates. 
(2) A. That at all annual or special meetings of the 
stockholders of the corporationf every stockholder shall be entitled 
tg one vote in person or by proxy for each share owned by said 
stockholder. 
B. That all special canal or ditch meetings, of the stock-
holders, stockholders using and having water distributed to them 
for irrigation use in any such canal or ditch shall be entitled 
to one vote in person or by proxy for each share owned by said 
- 8 -
stockholder. 
(3) That stockholders or directors of the Huntington Canal, 
North Ditch and Cleveland Canal, using and having water distributed 
to them for irrigation use in such canal or ditch may hold 
special meetings for the transaction .of business pertaining solely 
to their respective canal or ditch, provided in so doing^hey do 
not interfere with the business or rights reserved to the corpor-
ation, or with the rights of the other canals or ditches in which 
they are not interested. 
(4) The management and control of the Huntington Canal, the 
North Ditch and the Cleveland Canal shall be vested in the-directors 
elected from th:e stockholders using or having water distributed 
to them for irrigation use in said canal or ditch, subject however 
to such general rules and regulations as may be prescribed in the 
By-laws of the corporation by the Board of Directors. 
ARTICLE VI 
PLACE OF' BUSINESS, REGISTERED OFFICE & AGENT 
The principal place of business of the corporation shall be 
in Huntington, Emery County, State of Utah, which office may be 
changed at any time by the Board of Directors without amendment 
to these Articles of Incorporation. The registered office of the 
- 9 -
corporation shall be at the principal place of business and its 
registered agent is: 
Mar U. Grange 
55 North Mam 
Huntington, Utah 84528 
ARTICLE VJI 
MEETINGS 
A. The annual meeting of the corporation shall be held in 
Huntington, Utah or Cleveland, Utah as specified by the Board of 
Directors on any day except Sunday in the third week of February 
upon giving 10 days prior written notice to the stockholders by 
the secretary of the .corporation of the date/ time and place of 
•said meeting. 
B. The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Huntington 
Canal and North Ditch using and having water distributed to them 
for irrigation use shall be held in Huntington, Utah on any day 
except Sunday in the second week of February upon giving 10 days 
prior written notice -to said stockholders of the date, time and 
place of said meeting. 
C. The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Cleveland 
Canal using and having water distributed to them for irrigation 
use shall be held in Cleveland, Utah on any day except Sunday in 
- 10 -
the first week of February upon giving 10 days prior written 
notice to said stockholder of the date, time and place of said 
meeting. 
D. After said meetings, the chairman of each meeting shall 
certify to the -corporation in .writing 'the names /and addresses of 
the Director(s) elected at said meetings. 
E. 
(1) Special stockholders meetings of the corporation may be 
called by or at the request of a majority of all the owners of 
the issued and outstanding stock or by written request of 25% of 
the owners of.the issued and outstanding stock of the corporation, 
(2) -Special -meetings of stockholders -using and having water 
distributed to them for irrigation use in the Huntington Canal, 
the Cleveland Canal and the North Ditch may be called by or at 
the request of a majority of the directors or by the written 
request of 25% of the issued and outstanding stock using and 
having water distributed to them for irrigation use in said Canals 
or Ditch. 
(3) The secretary of the corporation shall give 10 days 





The Board of Directors shall adopt such Bylaws for the corpor-
ation as are consistent with these Articles of Incorporation. 
Any Bylaw or Bylaws so adopted may be amended or repealed by 
vo.te of a majority of the stockholders present at any annual or 
special stockholders meeting called for that purpose upon 10 days 
prior written notice setting forth the proposed amendment. 
ARTICLE IX 
DISSOLUTION 
This corporation shall be dissolved according to the laws of 
the State of Utah, in such cases made and provided. In the event 
of dissolution of the company, .each stockholder shall receive his 
proportionate share of the corporation's property and assets based 
upon patronage insofar as is practicable, after paying or providing 
for the payment of all debts of the company. 
ARTICLE X 
PRIVATE PROPERTY 
The private property of the stockholders of this corporation 




A. The capital stock of this corporation shall be assessed 
in such amounts and at such times and in such manner and for such 
uses and purposes as the Board of Directors shall from time to 
time determine and the assessment of both classes of. stock of 
this corporation shall be in such amounts as determined by the 
Board of Directors including, without being limited to, the following 
purposes: 
(1) Class A & B stock shall be separately assessed for 
general administrative costs of the corporation. 
(2) Class A & B stock shall be separately assessed for 
operation and maintenance of the canals, dams, reservoirs and 
other irrigation works of the corporation. 
(3) Class B stock shall be assessed for Emery County Project 
repayment costs. Provided, however, that Class B stock transferred 
and relinquished under an approved contract entered into by the 
corporation shall not be assessed for Emery County project repayment 
costs. 
(4) Class A stock shall be assessed for payments due the 
State of Utah for any canal, dams, reservoirs or other irrigation 
works contract entered into by the corporation and the State of 
- 13 -
Utah. 
B. In addition to the above assessments Class A stock used 
for municipal or industrial purposes shall be assessed a municipal 
or industrial assessment in such amount as the Board of Directors 
may determine, provided, however, that such municipal and industrial 
assessment shall be increased only in the same proportion as 
assessments for irrigation purposes. 
C. The Board of Directors shall also have authority to fix, 
levy and collect an annual stockholder minimum assessment in such 
sum as the Board of Directors may determine from time to time. 
D. (1) Delinquent stock assessments may be collected in 
the manner now or hereafter provided by law, including the right 
to sell stock for delinquent assessments at public sale for the 
non-payment of such assessments if it deems such sale advisable. 
Public sale of Class B stock for delinquency shall be subject to 
the approval of the United States Bureau of Reclamation. 
(2) In addition to the right of the corporation to sell 
stock as aforesaid, this corporation through its Board of Directors 
may refuse to transfer stock on the books of the corporation 
unless said delinquent assessments, including costs, a late charge 
and interest, are paid in full. 
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(3) This corporation may also withhold the delivery of 
water on stock until said delinquent assessments, including costs, 
a late charge and interest, are paid in full. 
(4) The remedies provided in this sect-ion are additional 
and cumulative and any or all of such remedies may be employed by 
the Board of Directors of the corporation for the collection of 
delinquent assessments. 
Dated this 26th day of June , 1987. 
HUNTINGTON-CLEV^^AND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
S. Hal Guymon, President 
ATTEST: 
Mar U. Grange, Secretary 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
§ 
COUNTY OF EMERY ) 
S. Hal Guymon and Mar U. Grange, being first duly sworn upon 
their oaths, depose and say: 
That they are the president and secretary of Huntington-Cleve-
land Irrigation Company; that they have signed and read the above 
and foregoing Amended Articles of Incorporation and know the 
- 15 -
contents thereof; that the same are true of their own knowledge, 
except as to matters therein stated upon information and belief, 
and as to such matters, that they believe it to be true. 
S. H 
Mar /U. Grange 
Subscribed and sworn tc before me this 26 day of June 
1987. 
My Commission Expires: 
12/13/89 
Notary Publ; 
Residing at: Helper, Utah 
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AGENT1S ACCEPTANCE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
§ 
COUNTY OF EMERY ) 
I, Mar U. Grange, being first duly sworn, hereby acknowledge 
appointment as registered agent of Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation 
Company, and hereby accept said appointment as such age&t. 
Mar U. Granqe / ge 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26 day of June 
1987. 
Nouary Puplic 
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ARTICLE L - NAME 
The name of this Utah noa-profit corporaiion is RDT\TmGTOr\T^LEVEIJU^ 
IRRIGATION COMPANY (hereinafter referred to as the "Company") 
ARTICLE EL - DURATION 
The period of duration of the Company shall be peipetuaL 
ARTICLE HL - OBJECTS & PURPOSES 
The Company is a non-profit mutual irrigation company, the objects and businesa'purauijts 
of which arc set forth in Article III of the Company's Articles of Incorporation, Thccanalsand 
ditches presently owned, operated, and maintained by the Company are: (1) The Huntington 
Canal; (2) Tbe North Ditch; and (3) The Cleveland Canal. 
ARTICLE IV. - STOCK 
A. CLASSES OF STOCK, /J\ members of the Company shall be stockholders and 
the stock of the Company shall be divided into two classes, Class A Stock and Class B Stock, 
as act forth in Article IV-A of the Company's Articles of Incorporation, 
B. TRANSFER OF STOCK* Transfers of Class A Stock may be made as 
authorized in Article IV-C of the Company's Articles of Incorporation. Subject to approval by 
the Board of Directors, Class A Stock shall be assignable and transferable on the bdokx of the 
Company only upon written request of the person in whose name it appears on said books, by 
his or her legal reprcscniaiive(*)i or by his or her duly authorized agent. In case of transfer by 
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attorney, the power of attorney, duly cxeoitcd 2nd acknowledged, shall be deposited with the 
Secretary, In all cases 01 transfer, the lormer cerufjC^uc must b~ surrenderee LO ZUL canceled 
before a new certificate may be issued .No oansier shall be made upon Lie DOO JS o. L 
Company within ten (10) days immediately preceding the annual meeting of the stockhoLoen, 
C. DESCRIPTION OF STOCK CERTIFfCATES. The certificates of stock for 
the Company shall be in such form as shall be determined by the Board of Directors. The 
certificates shall be consecutively numbered and duly signed by the President or such other 
officer authorized by law and by the Board of Directors, and countersigned by the Secretary and 
scaled with the .seal of the Company. In accordance with Article IV-C(2) of the Company's 
Articles of IncorporaiiOQ, the certificates shall exhibit the stockholder's name, the number of 
shares of stock represented thereby, the delivering canal or ditch, any condition or restriction 
placed thereon, and any other information designated by the Board of Directors. Such 
information shall be perpetuated on any and all subsequent transfers of such stock. The name 
and address of tfic stockholder, the number of shares of stock, the delivering canal or ditch, the 
nature of use, the place of use, any condition or restriction placed thereon, and the date of issue 
shall be entered in the stock transfer books of the Company which shall be kept at the principal 
office of the Company. 
D. CX>W>niONSANDRESTRICTIONSONSTOCK, In accordance with Article 
TV-C(2) of the Company's Articles of Incorporation, upon written request and 15 days notice 
from the Company, stock certificates shall be surrendered to the Company for re-issuance to the 
stockholder with the name of the delivering canal or ditch, the nature of use, the place of use, 
and/or any other reasonable condition or restriction written thereon. 
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E, LOST, STOLEN, OR DESTROYED CERTIFICATES. If a stockholder shall 
claim thai a certificate has been lost, stolen, or destroyed, the Board of Directors may, at its 
discretion, direct that a new certificate be issued, upon the making of an affidavit of that fact 
by the person claiming the old certificate was lost, stolen, destroyed and upon the deposit o£ a 
bond or other indemnity in such form and amount and with such sureties, if any, as the Board 
may require, 
F. SURRENDER AND T R A ^ Upon surrender of a 
certificate to the Company, property endorsed for transfer with a signature guaranteed by a bank 
licensed in Utah or accompanied by proper evidence pf succession, assignment, or other 
authority of transfer, the Company shall issue a new certificate to the person or entity entitled 
thereto and shall caned the old certificate. Every such transfer shall be entered on the transfer 
books of the Company. 
. . £ . ...STOCKHOIJDER.G^ Company, shall be entitled; to treat the:, 
holder of record according to Ac stock transfer books of the Company of any share aitbio hbldfcr 
in fact thereof, And shall not be bound to recognize any. equitable claim or other claim to, or 
interest in, such share on the part of any other person whether or not the Company shall have 
express or other; notice thereof, except as expressly provided by the laws of this State. 
ARTICLE V. - FISCAL YEAR 
The fiscal year of the Company shall be the calendar year from January 1st to:December 
31st of each year. 
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ARTICLE VL - PRINCIPAL OFFICE & REGISTERED AGENT 
The principal place of business and registered office of the Comply shall be fb:cd as 
provided in Article VI of the Company's Articles of Incorporation and may be changed from 
tirae to time by the Board of Directors in accordance with Article VT thereof and Utah Code 
Ann. $ 16-6-25 J . The registered agent of the Company may also be changed from time to time 
by the Board of Directors in accordance with Utah Code Ann. { 16-6-25.2. 
ARTICLE VIL - BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
A. ELECTION OF DIRECTORS. Ike Board of Directors shall consist, of nine (9) 
Directors, each^of whom shall be elected as provided in Article V of the Company's Articles 
of Incorporation. 
B- POWERS & DUTIES OF DIRECTORS, The Board of Directors shall have 
* the control and 'general management of the aflaiifc *nd business of the Company, Th^Ditectors • 
shall in all cases act as a Board, either as a Company Board or as a Canal Board as appropriate, 
regularly convened, and may adopt such rules and regulations for the conduct of meetings and 
the management of the Company as may be deemed proper, so Jong as they are not inconsistent 
with these Bylaws, the Company's Articles of Incorporation, and the laws of the State of Utah. 
C TENURE & QUALIFICATIONS OF DIRECTORS* Each Director shall hold 
office until for a term of two years and thereafter until a successor shall have been duly elected 
and qualified. The qualifications for a Director are as set forth in Article V-B of the Company's 
Articles of Incorporation, 
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D. RESIGNATION OF DIRECTORS. A Director may resign at any time by 
giving written notice to the Board of Directors. Unless otherwise specified in the notice, the 
resignation thalj[ take effect upon receipt thereof by the Board, regardless of whether or nor it 
is accepted by the Board, 
E. REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS, Any or all of the Director may be removed fjac 
£au& by a majgrity vote of the stockholders of the canal or ditch electing such Directors) or 
by a majority vpte of the Board of Directors. A-Director may bo removed without pause cmly 
by a majority vtte of all stockholders. 
F. VACANCIES, A vacancy caused by the resignation, removal, or death of a 
Director shall be filled by a Director appointedby the remaining Directors representing the 
particular canal or ditch for which the vacancy has occurred and approved a maj ority vote of the 
Board of Directors in accordance with Articles V-B and V-C of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation. |If there are no other Directors representing the particular canal Or ditch fpr 
which the vacancy has occurred, a Director shall be elected by the stockholders of that canal ?r 
ditch at a duly, called special meeting. The Director so elected shall hold office for the 
unexpired term of his or her predecessor. 
G. QONTRACTS, LOANS, OR OTHER OBLIGATIONS. No contract, loan, <?r 
other such obligation shall be executed in the name of, or on behalf of, the Company by any 
officer or agent of the Company unless specifically authorized to do so by a resolution the Board 
of Directory which authorization may be general or limited to specific conditions or 
circumstances. 
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H. HANDLING OF FINANCIAL MATTERS. All contracts, loans, checks, notes, 
evidences of indebtedness, and other such documents shall be signed by the officers zs specified 
in these Bylaws; or by *uch persons as the Board of Directors may from time to time designate 
in such manner as shall be determined by the Board. All funds of the Company not otherwise 
employed shall be regularly deposited to the credit of the Company in such financial 
institution(s) as ithe Board of Directors shall designate. 
L VOTING* At all meetings oftheBoard of Directon, cachdiiectorlstohaveotie 
(1) vote. The actof amajority of the diiectorsprei^atm'mee^ at wliich a quorum is present 
shall be thfc act jrf the Board of Directors, 
J; QUORUM- In accordance with Article V-C(3) of the Company's Articles pf 
Incorporation, a' majority of the Directors in the Boaid constitutes a quon^ The 
number of votes of Directors that shall be necessary for the transaction of any business of any 
specified item of.business .at-any meeting of the*Board-of Directors shall be a irtaj&rity of fee 
quorum that is ipresent If a quorum shall not T>c present at any meeting of tho Board of 
Directors, those; present may adjourn the meeting, from time to time, until a quorum shall be 
present 
K. REGULAR BOARD MEETINGS. A regular meeting of the Board of Directors 
may be held without any notice, other than that given by this Bylaw, immediately following and 
at the same location as the annual meeting of stockholders. The Directors may provide by 
resolution, the time and place for additional regular meetings without any notice other that such 
resolution. 
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L. SPECIAL BOARD MEETINGS. Special meetings of the Board df Director* 
may be called by the President or by the written request of any two Directors givea to the 
President The President shall fix a time and place for the meeting that is reasonable under the 
circumstances. 
hL NOTICE OF BOARD MEETINGS. Meetings of the Board of Directors, regular 
or special, may be held upon such notice as the Board may prescribe by resolution. Attendance 
of a Director at any meeting shall constitute waiver of notice of such meeting except Where such 
Director attends a meeting for the express purpose of objectingtb the transacting of any business 
at that meeting because the meeting is not lawfully called or convened. Neither the business Jo 
be transacted at, nor the purpose of, any regular or special meeting of the Board need be 
specified in the jfioticc or waiver of notice of such meeting. 
N, FJIESDMPTION OF ASSENT. A director who is present at a meeting of the 
Board of Directors at which .action on. any coj^ratc matter is taken shall-b$ presumcdJto haye 
assented to the action taken unless that director's dissent is entered in the minutes.of toe ipeeting 
or unless he or she shall file written dissent to such action, with the person acting as the 
Secretary of th? meeting before the adjournment thereof or shall fbrwaid such dissent, by 
registered or certified mail, to the Secretary of the Company immediately after the *4j ournmca t 
of the meeting.! Such right to dissent shall not apply to a director who voted in favor of such 
action. 
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ARTICLE VEX - OFFICERS 
A* ELECTION OF OFFICERS- The Board of Directors shall elect a President, 
Vice-President/Secretary, and Treasurer as provided in Article V of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation. The President shall be a Director and shall be act as the Chairman of the Board 
of Directors. The Secretary and the Treasurer may be the same person if 10 designated by the 
Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may also require the Secretary, the Treasurer, or 
any other officer or employee of the Company to give to the Company such security or bond 
-for the faithful discharge of his or her duties as the Boairt may direct. 
B. DUTIES OF OFFICERS, The duties and powers of the officers of the Company 
shall be as follows; 
1; PRESIDENT, The President shall be the principal executive officer of 
the Company and, subject to the direction of the Board, shall supervise and control all of the 
business and affairs of the Company. The President shall* preside* at all meetings* -of • the 
stockholders and of the Board of Directors* the President shall: present a report of the 
condition of the business of the Company at each annual meeting of the stockholders aqd 
directors; cause: to be called regular and special meetings of the stockholders and Directors in 
accordance withthese Bylaws and the Company's Articles of Incorporation; appoint a$d remove, 
employ and discharge, and fix the compensation of all employees and agents of the Company 
other than the duly appointed officers, subject to the tpproval of the Board of Directors; sign 
and make all contracts and agreements in the name of the Company, subject to the approval of 
the Board of Directors; see that the books, reports, statements and certificates required by the 
statutes are properly kept, made, and filed accotxfing to law; sign all certificates of stock, notes, 
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drafts, or bills of exchange, warrant* or other orders for the payment of money duly drawn by 
the Secretary and/or Treasurer; and enforce these Bylaws and perform all the duties incident to 
the position and office and which arc required by law. 
2- VIC&OPRESmENT. During the absence or inability of the President to 
render and perform the President's duties or exercise the President's powers, as set forth in these 
Bylaws or in the statutes under which the Company is organized, the same shall be, performed 
and exercised by the Vice-President and, when so acting, the Vice-President shall have all the 
powers andte subject to all the responsibilities hereby given to or imposed upon such President 
The Vice-President shallalso perform such other duties as are from time to time assigned by the 
President or the, Board of Directors* 
3. SECRETARY. The Secretary shall keep the minutes of the meetings of 
the Board of Directors and of the stockholders in appropriate books; shall give and serve all 
notices of the Company; and ihall be custodian of the records and of the coqxiiate jeal.and affix 
the latter when required. In addition the Secretary shall keep die stock transfer b6oks in the 
manner prescribed by law and by these Bylaws so as to show at all times the amount of stock 
issued and outstanding; the names and addresses of the owners thereof; the number of shares 
owned by each; .the nature and place of use of the water associated with each share; the time at 
which each person became the owner thereof; and such other information as is appropriate; and 
keep such stock transfer books open daily during the business hours of the office of the 
Company, subject to the inspection of any stockholder of the Company, and permit such 
stockholder to make extracts from said books to the extent prescribed by law. The Secretary 
shall also sign all certificates of stock; shall present to the Board of Directors at thdr meetings 
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all communications addressed to the Secretary officially, by the President, or any officer or 
stockholder of the Company; and shall attend to ail correspondence and perform all the duties 
incident to the office of Secretary. The Secretary shall also perform such other duties as arc 
from time to time assigned by the President or the Board of Directors. 
4. TREASURER. The Treasurer shall: have the care and custody of and be 
responsible for all the funds and securities of the .Company; deposit all such funds ih the name 
of the Company in such bank or banks, trust company or trust companies, or safe deposit vaults 
as the Board of;Directors may designate; exhibit at all reasonable times the Company's books 
and accounts to any director or stockholder of the Company upon application at tlw .office of the 
Company during business hours; render a statement of the conditions of the finances of the 
Company at each regular meeting of the Board of Directors and at such other times as shall be 
•required, as well as a full financial report at the annual meeting of the stockholders; keep, at the 
office of the Company, correct books of account of all its business imd fohsactions.and such 
other books of account as the Board of Directors may require; and do and peifonft all duties 
appertaining to the office of Treasurer. The Treasurer shall also perform such other duties as 
arc from time to time assigned by the President or the Board of Directors. 
C. RESIGNATION OF OFFICERS. An office* may resign at any time by giving 
written notice in accordance with Article V-C of the Company1! Articles of Incorporation. 
Unless othcrwisb specified in the notice, the resignation shall take effect upon receipt of said 
notice, regardless of whether or not it is accepted by the Company. 
D. REMOVAL OF OEFICERS- Any or all of the officers may be removed by a: 
majority vote of, the Board of Director! whenever the Board determines it is in the best interests 
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of tbc Company. The removal of an officer shall not prejudice any contract rights of the 
removed office*. However, election or appointment as an officer, of itsdf, shall not create any 
contract rights.' (Utah Code Ann. $ 16-6-40.) 
E. VACANCIES. A vacancy caused by tbc resignation, removal, or death of an 
officer shall be filled by a majority vote of the Board of Directors, 
ARTICLE IX, - COMPENSATION 
A. COWENSATTONOFDIRE^ 
the Directors may be paid their expenses, if any, of attendance at each meeting of the Board of 
Directors, or each may be paid a stated salary as a Director. No such payment shall preclude 
any Director from serving the Company in. any other capacity and receiving compensation 
therefor. 
B, COMPENSATION OF OFFICERS. Theofficeft shaliteoeive such salary or 
compensation as may be determined by the Board of Directors. 
ARTICLE X. - STOCKHOLDERS 
A. ANNUAL & SPECIAL MEETINGS. Annual and Special Meetihgs of the 
stockholders shdl be held as provided for in Articles V-D and VII of the Company's Articles 
of Incorporation. 
B. OALUNG SPECIAL MEETINGS. In accordance with Article VII-E of the 
Company's Artibles of Incorporation, special meetings shall be called as follows: (1) special 
stockholder meetings for all stockholders of the Company may be called by written request of 
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a majority of all Directors or by written request of the owners of at least 25% of the issued apd 
outstanding stock of the Company; (2) special stockholder meetings for stockholders having 
stock for irrigation use in any of the Company' s canals or ditch may be called by written request 
of a majority of all Directors or by written request of the owners of at least 25% of the issued 
and outstanding stock for irrigation use in the Company's canals or ditch; and {3) special 
stockholder meetings for stockholders having stock for irrigation use in a particular Company 
canal or ditch may be called by written request of a majority of all Directors representing that 
• . . . . 
canal or ditch or by written request |rf the owners of at least 259* of the issued and outstanding 
stock for irrigation use in that particular canal or ditch. The written requests required herein 
shall be given to the President and shall specify a time and place for the meeting that is 
reasonable under the circumstances. 
C- NOTICE. The Secretary shall provide notice by mail to all stockholders of 
record as of the record date established pursuant to. ^xjicle X-F.of-.these Bylaws, for all 
stockholder meetings in accordance with Articles V-D end,VII of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation. 
D. MAILING NOTICE. The mailing of all required notices under tho Articles of 
Incorporation and these Bylaws shall be deemed to be delivered when deposited in (he United 
States mail, addressed to the stockholder at his address as it appears on the Company's stock 
transfer booksf and with postage provided thereon, 
E. WAIVER OF NOTICE, Whenever any notice is required to be given to any 
stockholder or Director, a waiver thereof in writing signed by the person or persons entitled to 
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such notice, whether before or after the time staled therein, shall be equivalent to the giving of 
such notice. 
F, VOTING LIST. The Secretary shall establish a stockholder of record date for 
each stockholder meeting End *hall close and brijig current the stock transfer books as of such 
date. The stock transfer books shall be subject to inspection by any stockholder at any time 
during usual business hours and shall also be subject to the inspection of any stockholder during 
the whole time of the meeting. The stock transfer books shall be prima facie evidence as to the 
list of stockholders who are entitled to vote at the meeting. 
t STOOKHOLDEROFRECORDDATE, For the purpose of determining 
stockholders entitled to receive notice off or to YOte at, any meeting of stockholders or any 
adjournment thereof, or in order to make ft determination of stockholders for any other proper 
purpose, the Company's stock transfer books shall be closed for tea (10) days prior to any 
meeting which is-being called. The stockholders as they are then listed on the stock transfer 
books shall be the stockholders of record and the record dale shall be the date on which said 
books were closed. If under emergency conditions, the stock transfer books cannot be closed 
for ten (IQ) days prior to the meeting, the record date shall be fixed for the determination of 
stockholders entitled to receive notice of, or to vote at, such a meeting of stockholders as the 
date on which nbtice of the meeting is mailed. When a determination of stockholders entitled 
to vote at any meeting of stockholders has been made as provided in this section, such 
determination sfyall apply to any adjournment thereof. 
2i NATURE OF WATER USE, The voting procedures established in 
Article V and Article VII of the Company's Articles of Incorporation are based upon whether 
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or not the water represented by each share of stock is used for irrigation purposes. With respect 
to the voting rights and procedures set forth in the Company's Articles of Incorporation and 
these Bylaws, "irrigation use" shall mean water applied to land for crop or livestock feed 
production purposes for pecuniary gain and mmunicipal and industrial use" shall include all 
beneficial uses which arc not classified hcrcundcr.as "irrigation use/ The designation as to the 
nature of use to which each share of water is being placed shall be conclusively established by 
the designation on the boolcs and records of the Company on the date of record as established 
in preceding. Stockholder of Record Dale provision,. 
G. VOTING. In accordance with Article V-D of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation, each stockholder of Class A Slock and Class B Stock is entitled to one (1) vote 
for each share of stock issued and outstanding in the name of such stockholder cm the books of 
the Company on the date of record. Cumulative voting shall not be allowed. 
H. PROXY. In accordance with Article V-D of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation, votes may be cast in person or by written, authorized proxy. Bach ^roxy must 
be executed in writing by the stockholder or the stockholders duly authorized attorney. The 
proxies shall be'filed with the Secretary of the Company before or at the time of the meeting. 
No proxy shall be valid after the expiration of dcyen (11) months from the date of its execution 
unless its duration shall have been specified therein. Every proxy shall be revocable at the 
discretion of the person executing it or of his or her personal representative^) or assign(s). 
L VOTING BY CERTAIN TYPES OF STOCKHOLDERS. Special voting rules 
and procedures apply to certain types of stockholders as follows: 
W70Q .HUtf*. 12 Page-17-
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L Corporate Stockholders* Shares held in the name of another corporation 
may be voted by such officer, agents or proxy SLS the bylaws of such corporation may prescribe, 
or, in the absence of such provision, as the Board of Directors of such corporation may 
determine. 
2. Representative Stockholders. Shares held by a personal representative, 
administrator, executor, guardian, or conservator may be voted either in person or by proxy 
without a transfer of such shares into his or her name. Shares held in the name of a trustee may 
be voted by the trustee either in person or by proxy, but no trustee shall be entitled to vote 
shares held by the trustee without a transfer of such shares into that trustee's name. 
3. Stockholders in Receivership. Shares held in the name of a receiver may 
be voted by that receiver, and shares held by or under the control of a reorfver may be vot^ d 
by that receiver without the transfer thereof into the receiver's name if authority so to do be 
contained in an appropriate Order of die Court by which that receiver was appointed. 
4. Stockholders of Pledged Shares. A stockholder whose shares are pledged 
shall be entitled to vote those shares until the shares have been transferred into the name of the 
pledgee and, thereafter, the pledgee shall be entitled to vote the shares so transferred. 
5. Treasury Shares. Shares of stock in this Company belonging to this 
Company or held by it in a fiduciary capacity shall not be voted, directly or indirectly, at any 
meeting, and shall not be counted in determining the total number of outstanding shares at any 
given time, 
J. QtJORUAL For the purposes of the regularly scheduled annual meetings only, 
all stockholders present in person or by proxy shall constitute a quorum and a majority vote of 
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such quorum shall be t majority vote of the stockholders, to the maximum extent allowed by 
law. For the purposes of til other meetings, a majority of all stoeLnoiders entitled to vote on 
a particukr matter must be represented in person or by prox> in order to constitute a quorum 
and a majority vote of such quorum shall be the action of the stockholders on that matter. 
K. ORDER OF BUSINESS. The order of business at all annual meetings of the 
stockholders, aqd at all special meeting as applicable, shall be as follows: 
1, Roll Call. 
2: Reading of the notice of (be meetings 
3. Secretary's report on the number of shares of irrigation stock and number 
of shares of other stock present in person or by proxy. ^ 
4. Reading of the minutes of the preceding meeting and approval thereof. 
5; President's Business Report 
6. Approval of Directors by a majority of the irrigation stockholders present 
in person or by proxy. 
7. Approval of Directors by a majority of the other stockholdcrx present in 
person or by proxy. 
8. Presentation of the Annual Report on Financial Condition of the 
Company. 
9t Unfinished business. 
l6. New Business. 
ARTICLE XL - CHANGE APPLICATIONS 
A. APPLICATIONS, In accordance with Article IV-B of the Company1 s Articles 
of Incorporation, all proposed changes in the nature of use, place of diversion, and ptace of use 
must be submitted in writing to the Secretary of the Company and shall be subject to approval 
by the Directors over the canal or ditch presently delivering the water at a duly noticed and 
called meeting. If the change involves another canal or ditch, it shall also be subject to approval 
by the Directors over such other canal or ditch. If any canal board having jurisdiction over the 
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proposed change docs not approve of the change, it shall be denied. The stockholder requesting 
the change or any Director may, by written request to the Secretary, ask that the decision of the 
individual canal boards be reconsidered by the Company's full Board of Directors at a duly 
noticed and called meeting. In considering any change request, the Directors shall consider all 
relevant facts, circumstances, and impacts and shall impose any and all reasonable conditions 
necessary to protect the Company and its stockholders, including but not limited to, a specific 
condition that the stockholder requesting the change bear all losses and expenses cansed by the 
change through ^ evaporation, percolation, or other shrinkage, and such other anticipated losses 
as the Directors shall reasonably determine. The decision of the full Boaid of Directors sh l^l 
be final on the issue, 
B. NO TRANSBASINOR TRANSMOUNTAIN CHANGES, In accordance with 
Article IV-D of the Company's Articles of Incorporation, the Company shall not allow or 
approve transbasin or transmountain change requests or change requests which would result in 
the place of use being outside of the Company1* service area, as may be determined by the 
Board of Directors from time to time, 
C. AiPMICATlONS TO THE STATE ENGINEER. If an approved change request 
requires the filing of a change application with the State Engineer's Office, the change 
application shall be filed by and in the name of the Company, and shall be prosecuted by the 
Company, with the stockholder requesting the change paying all associated costs and providing 
all of the necessfiry information and evidence. 
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ARTICLE XIL - WATER DISTREBUnONS 
A. DISTTUBUTIGN LIST. On or before Apnl 1 st of each year, tb e Secretary shall 
prepare a distribution list of the water owned or leased by the Company in Huntington Creek, 
the Huntington Canal, the North Ditch, and the Cleveland CanaL 
B. TRANSFER WATER. As provided in Article IV-C of the Company1* Articles 
of Incorporation and the applicable provisions of these Bylaws, upon written request on or befope 
April 1st of each year and subject to the written .approval of the Board of Directors, Class A 
stock may be transferred from an existing canal or ditch of the Company to another canal or 
ditch of the Company, 
C. LEASE-BACK WATER. All written requests for Utah Power & Light or 
Pacificorp wale* that h leased bac^ 
to the Board of Directors on or before April 1st of each year (referenced to the letter of 
understanding dated February 8, 1985 and the operating criteria dated October 2, 1984; Bureau 
of ReclamatUHvUtah Power Sc Light Company, Emery Conservancy District, and Huntington-
Cleveland Irrigation Company). 
D- CANAL WATEKWASTERS. B<sfoc© the beginning of each irrigation season: 
(1) the four Directors representing the Cleveland Canal shall appoint a head watcrmaster to 
distribute the wqtcr in the Cleveland Canal; (2) the thrtc Director* representing the Huntington 
Canal ihall appoint a head watcrmaster to distribute the waters of the Huntington Canal; and (3) 
the two Director? representing the North Ditch shall appoint a head watermarter to distribute the 
waters of the North Ditch. 
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& RESERVOIR MASTER. Oa or before April 1st of each year, the Board of 
Directors of the Company shall appoint a reservoir master to operate and maintain all reservoirs 
belonging to the company. 
F. TERMS OF SERVICE. All persons appointed pursuant to this Article sh*ll 
serve until their successors are appointed and qualified. 
ARTICLE XUL - ASSESSMENTS 
The stock of this Company shall be u^css in such amounts and at such times and in such 
manner and for $uch uses and purposes as the Board of Directors may determine in accordance 
with the previsions in Article XI of the Company's Articles of Incorporation. 
ARTICLE XIV. - INDEMNIFICATION 
Any person made a party to or involved in any civil, criminal, or administrative action 
by reason of the fact that this person or his or her testator or intestate is or was a director, 
officer, or employee of the Company, or of any Company which he or she, the testator, qr 
intestate served as such at the request of the Company, shall be indemnified by the Company 
against expenses; reasonably incurred by him or lu^ or imposed cm him or her ta connection with 
or resulting fronji the defense of such action and in connection with or resulting from kny appeal 
thereon, except with respect to matters as to which it is adjudged in such action that such officer, 
director, or employee was liable to the Company, or to such other corpootion, for negligence 
or misconduct in the performance of his or her duty. As used heroin, the term "expense9 shall 
include all obligations Incurred by such person for the payment of money, including without 
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limitation attorney's fees, judgments, awards, fines, penalties, and amount paid m ^tisfaciion 
of judgment or in settlement of any uieh action, except amounts paid to Luc Con/civ or such 
other corporation by him or her. 
A judgment or conviction whether based on plea of guilty or nolo contendere or its 
equivalent, or after trial, shall not of itself be deemed an adjudication that such director, officer 
or employee is liable to the Company, or such other corporation, for negligence or misconduct 
in the performance of his or her duties. Deternjination of the rights of such indemnification and 
the amount thereof may be made at the option of the person to be indemnified pursuant to 
procedure set forth, from time to time, in the Bylaws, or by any of the following procedures: 
(a) order of the Court or administrative body or agency having jurisdiction of the action; 
(b) resolution adopted by a majority of the quorum of the Board of Directors without counting 
in such majority any directors who have incurred expenses in connection with such action; (c) if 
there is no quorum of directors who have not incurred expense in connection with such action, 
then by resolution adopted by a majority of the committee of stockholders and directors who 
have not incurred such expenses appointed by the Board of Directors; (d) resolution adopted by 
a majority of the quorum of the directors entitled to vote at any meeting; or (e) Order of any 
Court having jurisdiction over the Company, Any such determination that a payment by way 
of indemnity should be made will be binding upon the Company. Such right of indemnification 
shall not be exclusive of any other right which such directors, officers, and employees of the 
Company and the other persons above mentioned may have or hereafter acquire, and without 
limiting the gcdcrality of such statement, they shall be entitled to their respective rights of 
indemnification tinder any Bylaw, Agreement, vote of stockholders, provision of law, or 
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otiierwise in addition to their rights under this Article The provisions of this Article shall apply 
to any member of any committee appointed by the Eo~i' of Directors 2S fully zs th^j^h each 
person had beca a director, officer or employee of the Company, 
ARTICLE XV. - ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT 
The President and the Board of Directors shall prepare, or cause to be prepared by a 
qualified accountant, an annual report on the finandal condition of the Company at: the end of 
each fiscal year! The President or his designee shall present this report to the stocldiolders al 
the annual meeting. 
ARTICLE XVL - AMENDMENTS TO THE BYLAWS 
These bylaws may be amended as set forth in Article VIH of the Company's Articles of 
Incorporation. 
APPROVED AND ADOPTED by majority vote of the Board of Director* at a duly 
noticed and called meeting on this day of ^
 t 1995. 
Huntingtoa-Cleveland Irrigation Company 
By: 
Kay Jensen, President 
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CER7OTCA7T OF F)^~ r7/ , HH 
I, the undersigned, do hereby certify: 
1. That I am the duly elected and acting Secretary of HUNI1NGTON-CLEVELAND 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, a Utah corporation; and 
2. Thatthe foregoing Bylaws, comprising twenty-five (25) pages, including this page, 
constitute the Bylaws of said Company as duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Directors 
thereof duly held on the day of
 f 1995-
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t Navajo Bar 
° New Mexico 
* Washington, D C 
Norman K. Johnson, Esq. 
Assistant Attorney General 
1636 West North Temple, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
JUL 03 1995 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
NATURAL RESOURCE AGENCIES 
Re: Division of Wildlife Resources' Shares in Huntington 
Cleveland Irrigation Company 
Dear Norm: 
Thank you for your letter of May 19, 1995. We appreciate your 
willingness to engage in a meaningful dialogue on these issues. 
I have some, but not all of the information you requested. As 
this is busy season for irrigation companies, and Huntington-
Cleveland has limited staff, our efforts to obtain information are 
ongoing. Enclosed please find a copy of the 1987 Amended Articles 
of Incorporation. We will provide addition information when we 
have it. 
David Hartvigsen and I have carefully reviewed the statutory 
provisions referenced in your letter and also related case law. We 
find no bar or impediment to a private non-profit water company 
establishing differing classes of stock or differing assessments. 
In fact, the cited sections specifically authorize unequal 
assessments for water and irrigation companies. We also discussed 
this situation at length with an attorney from our corporate 
section. His understanding of the law is that a non-profit 
corporation may, at any time through proper procedures, modify 
assessments and provide for varying assessments. If a stockholder 
is unhappy with the changes in assessments, he is always free to 
sell his stock. 
1
 O l c< 
As you should b3 aware, Huntmgton-Clevelana nas a duty to 
follow the Articles and Bylaws m its treatment and assessment of 
shareholders. If you have further information regarding either the 
use of Huntington-Cleveland water by Wildlife Resources or legal 
principles governing assessment and voting of corporate stock, 
please provide it to us. We desire to make a fully-informed 
decision. 
cc: Board of Directors, 
Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company 
David B. Hartvigsen, Esq. 
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Norman Johnson, Esq. 
Assistant Attorney General 
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 140855 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0855 
Re: Assessment of Shares of Huntington-Cleveland stock held by Wildlife Resources 
Dear Norm: 
After a lengthy and serious consideration, the Etoard of Directors of Huntington-Cleveland 
Irrigation Company has come to the conclusion that its current Articles, Bylaws and policies in 
regards to assessments for shares of stock held by the Division of Wildlife Resources ("DWR") is 
proper and appropriate. 
The conclusion the Board has come to is that the use of water by DWR, while beneficial in 
nature, does not meet the definition of irrigation that has been established by the Company, and thus, 
it is subject to additional assessment as is all non-irrigation water used by shareholders of the 
Company. It is the feeling of the Board that one of the reasons for the long standing policy to assess 
irrigation use at a lower rate than other water use is to support and encourage the tradition of 
agriculture that led to the settling of Emery County and the establishment of ditches, canals, 
reservoirs and irrigation facilities. DWR's activities are not within the traditional agriculture 
irrigation. I believe the concerns of DWR have been well aired and discussed by the Board and were 
obviously made known to them in our meeting last fall. 
I have enclosed a billing that reflects the 1998 assessment. As a courtesy, no interest has 
been charged from the date of our meeting on November 3, 1998 to the present. If payment in full 
is received within thirty days of the date of this letter, interest for that period will not be charged. 
However, if payment is not received by that time, full interest to the date of payment will be 
expected. 
Norman Johnson, hsq 
Apnl 2, 1999 
Pauc Two 
I have fonvarded your letter of March 31, 1999 to the Board, and have asked the Board to 
consider and respond to your proposal in regard to the 1999 assessments. I will advise you of their 
response. 
Please call me if you have any questions. I appreciate your patience and courtesy extended 
in this matter. 
•Yours truly, 
Enclosure 
cc: Board of Directors 
Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company 
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WATER ASSESSMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1998 
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources 
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300 
P. O: Box 140855 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0855 
102 Acres at Havcry Place 
180 Acres at Deseret Lake 
282 
282 Acres X 4 AF per acre (State Duty) = 1128 AF 
45.30 Shares owned water divided -by 3 shares per AF = 1510 AF 
AF of water over 4 AF per acre watered 382 AF 
382 AF X 3 shares to an AF = 1146 shares X.60 M&I $688.00 
United States of America 849.74 shares 
U.S. Dept. Of Interior F&W 1,667.35 shares 
State of Utah Wildlife Resources 2.013.17 shares 
4,530.26 shares 
Dam Repayment 4530.26 X .32 = $1,449.68 
General Company 4530.26 X.17 = 770.14 
Cleveland Canal 4530.26 X .25 = 1,132.57 
M & I 1146 shares 688.00 
$4040.39 
Late Fee and Interest through 11/3/98 499.86 
TOTAL DUE $4,540.25 
EXHIBIT H 
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W A T E R A S S E S S M E N T S F O R T H E YEAR 1998 
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources 
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300 
P.O.Box 140855 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0855 
102 Acres at Haxciy Place 
180 Acres at Deserel Lake 
282 
282 Acres X 4 AF per acre (State Duty) = 1128 AF 
45.30 Shares owned water divided by 3 shares per AF = 1510 AF 
AF of water over 4 AF per acre watered 382 AF 
382 AF X 3 shares to an AF - 1146 shares X .60 M&I $688.00 
United States of Ameiica 849.74 shaics 
U.S. Dept. Of Inteilot F&W 1,667.35 shates 
State of Utah Wildlife Resouices 2.013.17 shares 
4,530.26 shares 
Dam Repayment 4530.26 X .32 = $1,449.68 
General Company 4530 26 X . 17 = 770.14 
Cleveland Canal 4530.26 X .25 = 1,132.57 
M & I 1146 shares 688.00 
$4040.39 
Late Fee and Interest through 11 /3/98 499 86 
TOTAL DUE $4,540.25 
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HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
ii'* ' i-' EXHIBIT I. 
•i * * * UCl I 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
g^EVELAND CANAL, per s t i a r c 
General Company *.L/V 
C l e v e l a n d Canal . 25C 
P r o j e c t Water Gen Co .IOC 
P r o j e c t Water OC HiO .75C 
P r o j e c t Water Repay $ 2 . 9 0 
C l e v & Hunt Dam Repay .320 
Munic ipa l - - Industry -60C 
MINIUM ASSESSMENT $ 2 0 . 0 0 
THAT 1 9 9 9 ASSESSMENTS ON CO 
IIUNTINGTON CANAL, J>^£_£JHE£ 
G e n e r a l Company - - ^ 
H u n t i n g t o n C a n a l -22C 
P r o j e c t Water Gen Co -10C 
P r o j e c t Water HC M&O -66C 
P r o j e c t Water Repay $ 2 . 3 0 
Clev & Hunt Dam Repay -32C 
M u n i c i p a l - I n d u s t r y -60C 
MINIMUM ASSESSMENT $ 2 0 . 0 0 * 
RPOR AT10N STOC K A R L: 
NORTH pricn, \-xir shaic 
G e n e r a l Ccxnpany „17C 
N o r t h D i t c h .25* 
P r o j e c t Water Gen Co . 1 0 ' 
P r o j e c t Water ND M&O .75* 
P r o j e c t Water Repay $ 2 , 9 0 
C l e v & Hunt Dam Repay . 32 r 
M u n i c i p a l - I n d u s t r y .GO 
MINIMCM ASSESSMENT $ 2 0 . 0 
OUR RECORDS SHOW YOU OWN: 
^ / 5 3 f ) / , ^ L 4 > S h a r e s oC P r i m a r y W a t e r 
S h a r e s o f P r o j e c t W a t e r 
S p r i n g A s s e s s m e n t s a r e DUE A P R I L 2 0 * 1 9 9 9 $ 
F a l l A s s e s s m e n t s a r e DUE NOVEMBER 1 5 , 1 9 9 9 $ 
SPRING AND FALL ASSESSMENTS CAN BE PAID NOW, i f y o u p r e f e r 
?/? .T3 
ASSESSMENTS ARE PAYABLE TO THE Secretary-Treasurer 
55 NORTH MAIN STREET HUNTINGTON, UTAH 
or by mail 
HUNTINGTON CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
P.O. Box 327 
HUNTINGTON, UTAH 84528 *********** 
*********************************^^ 
OFFICE HOURS 
MONDAY 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
WEDNESDAY L THURSDAY 12 (NOON) lo 5 P - M - ^ ^ ^  ^****** * 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
DELINQUENT ASSESSMENTS WILL BE CHARGED A $10.00 LATE FEE AND 2% H 
PER MONTH FOR EACH MONTH OR PART OF MONTH THEY ARE DELINQUENT. 
If necessary some of your water will be sold to cover the c o s ^ s ^ ^ r l _ l s i n q 
delinquent assessments, interest, late fees, transfer fees and advertisi g delinq 
costs 
* * * * * ************** 
*********** 
HiJhi...<j^,i Cleveland irrigation Company 
r. f - 8 '-2505 
,w ' 1J.I1 
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June 7, 1999 
Varden Wilson, Secretary 
Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company 
55 North Main 
HUNTINGTON UT 84528 
Dear Varden 
This is to confirm our telephone conversation of today that the attached invoice requesting 
payment of the 1999 assessment for Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Co (HCIC) stock shares 
held by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (DWR) was mailed to DWR June 4, 1999 
although the invoice says the assessment is due April 20, 1999. As we discussed the due date for 
the payment I understood you to say that assessments are usually sent about March 1 and are due 
April 20, and that DWR could take the same amount of time—about 6 weeks—to pay the 
assessment in this instance before any interest or late fees would be due. By my calculation, this 
means the payment will not be considered "late" if it is received on or before July 19, 1999 
I also understand that, as the invoice seems to indicate, HCIC has decided to assess all 
DWR shares as being used for "municipal and industrial" purposes and that DWR now owes the 
company $2,718 16 (4,530 26 shares held x 60/share) in "municipal and industrial" assessment 
for 1999. I understand this change from the Company's assessment policy of the last 3 or 4 years 
comes as a result of decision at a recent Board meeting, and that you will send me a copy of the 
minutes from that meeting 
If I misunderstood or misstated anything from our conversation, please let me know 
Thank you very much 
NormkrrK Johnson 
Assistant Attorney General 
Enclosure 
Addendum B: Trial Court's 2/18/00 Memorandum Decision on HCIC's 
Motion to Dismiss 
^Yr,,,D)\v/ 
/ v^> L' 
SEVENTH DISTRICT COURT 
FOR EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, by and through its 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 





HtRIGATION COMPANY, a Utah non-
profit corporation 
Defendant, 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
Case No.: 990700085 
Judge: Bruce K. Halliday 
:E8 2 
The Court having heard oral argument in the above-entitled matter, took the matter under 
advisement and has now reviewed all of the pleadings herein together with the case and statutory law 
cited by the parties. I had hoped that the decision herein could be a decision which would allow 
appeal to the Appellate Court in the event that the parties so desired, and further would decide the 
questions finally so that that appeal would be determinative of all the issues raised, herein. 
However, after much consideration, I cannot decide all of the issues under the case's present 
status, to wit, the Motion to Dismiss. The Court's standard in a Motion to Dismiss situation is as set 
forth by plaintiff, herein, in their Response Memorandum and as set forth in the Prouws vs. State, 822 
Pacific 2nd 764, 766, Utah 1991, case: 
A motion to dismiss is appropriate only where it clearly appears that the 
plaintiff or plaintiffs would not be entitled to relief under the facts alleged or under 
any state of facts they could prove to support their claim In determining whether 
the trial court properly granted the motion, we must accept the factual allegations in 
the complaint as true and consider all reasonable inferences to be drawn from those 
facts in a light most favorable to the plaintiff. 
The first amended complaints' claims are so broad and the reasonable inferences to be drawn 
therefrom so great, that if the Court is in error as to the applicability of the statutes of limitation 
herein, then plaintiffs should be allowed to flesh out their claims. However, if plaintiff fails to show 
wrongfulness in the sense outlined by defendants and under general corporate law principles, they 
would be subject to a motion for summary judgment where the inferences indulged at this time would 
no longer exist without specific evidence supporting them. 
The Court has concluded that the applicable statute of limitations as outlined by defendants, 
herein, are in fact appropriate and do, in fact, preclude the plaintiffs from pursuing the claims which 
they have asserted. 
For the foregoing reason the Court hereby orders the complaint herein, dismissed. The Court 
agreeing with the analysis made by defendant and the applicability of the various statutes of limitation 
outlined in their memoijMdgpis. Defendant to prepare findings, conclusions, and order accordingly. 
Dated this /_)[ day of February, 2000. 
BY THE COURT: 
Bruce K. Hallidayl Judge ' 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that I mailed a signed copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS on the /f day of February, 2000, to the following: 
Michael M. Quealy, Norman K. Johnson, Assist. Atty. General, 
1594 W North Temple, #300, SLC, UT 84116 
J. Craig Smith, Nielsen & Senior, 60 East South Temple, #1100, SLC, UT 84111 
CJerk/Deputy Court Clerk 
Addendum C: Trial Court's 4/11/00 Dismissal Order 
J. Craig Smith (4143) 
David B. Hartvigsen (5390) 
NIELSEN & SENIOR, P.C. 
60 East South Temple, Suite 1100 
Eagle Gate Tower 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-1900 
Facsimile: (801) 532-1913 
Attorneys for Defendant Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Co. 
IN THE SEVENTH DISTRICT COURT 
EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
THE STATE OF UTAH, by and through its 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, 




COMPANY, a Utah Non-Profit Corporation, 
Defendant. 
Order Granting Defendant's 
Motion to Dismiss 
Civil No. 99-070-0085 
Judge Bruce K. Halliday 
The Court, having duly considered the MOTION TO DISMISS FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT filed 
by Defendant Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company ("Huntington-Cleveland") in the above-
entitled matter on September 7,1999, the memoranda, and the arguments of all parties at the hearing 
on November 9, 1999, and having issued its Memorandum Decision on February 22, 2000, hereby 
makes the following findings and conclusions, and Orders: 
APR 1 - 2000 
APR I 1 2000 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: 
1. The claims made by Plaintiff Division of Wildlife Resources ("DWR") in its First, Second, 
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Causes of Action as set forth in its First Amended Complaint are 
based upon an implied contract between DWR and Huntington-Cleveland. 
2. The claims made by DWR in its Third Cause of Action as set forth in its First Amended 
Complaint involve claimed liability created by the alleged violation of the statutes of this state, i.e., 
Utah Code Ann. §§ 16-4-4, 16-4-7, and 14-4-24. 
3. The alleged implied contract violations and statutory violations all occurred in, or prior to, 
February of 1995. 
4. DWR filed its original Complaint in June of 1999, more than four years later. 
5. The four-year statute of limitations set forth in Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(1) (1996) is 
applicable to claims made by DWR in its First, Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Causes of 
Action in the First Amended Complaint and therefore DWR is precluded from pursuing those Causes 
of Action. 
6. The three-year statute of limitations set forth in Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(4) (1996) is 
applicable to claims made by DWR in its Third Cause of Action in the First Amended Complaint 
and therefore DWR is also precluded from pursuing that Cause of Action. 
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ACCORDINGLY, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED that DWR's First 
Amended Complaint is barred by the applicable statutes of limitations and is therefore dismissed 
with prejudice. This is a final and appealable order. 
2000. , " J P DATED \\HS//_ day o f ^ ^ ^ - , ( 
Approved as to form: 
Michael M. Queal) 
Norman K. Johnson" 
Assistant Attorneys General 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources 
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